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COPYRIGHT  1996 SCITEX DIGITAL VIDEO.
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. NO PART OF THIS
PUBLICATION MAY BE REPRODUCED OR USED IN
ANY FORM BY ANY MEANS WITHOUT WRITTEN
PERMISSION OF THE PUBLISHER.

Many of the designations used by manufacturers
and sellers to distinguish their products are claimed
as trademarks. Where those designations appear in
this manual, and Scitex Digital Video was aware of
a trademark claim, the designations have been
printed in initial caps or all caps.

The drawings, diagrams, and specifications set
forth on the attatched are the property of Scitex
Digital Video and are provided in confidence to
the user for the sole purpose of using the
equipment associated with the attatched
document, and are not to be disclosed to a third
party or reproduced in any manner without the
express prior written permission of Scitex Digital
Video.

Note

This equipment has been tested and found to comply
with the limits for a Class A digital device pursuant to
Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to
provide reasonable protection against harmful
interference when the equipment is operated in a
commercial environment. This equipment generates,
uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not
installed and used in accordance with the technical and
operations manuals, may cause harmful interference to
radio communications. Operation of this equipment in
a residential area is likely to cause harmful interference
in which case the user will be required to correct the
interference at his own expense. Changing or
modifying this equipment without express approval by
Scitex could void your right to operate the equipment.





Good Practices
Electronic equipment requires special handling. When maintaining the equipment covered
in this manual, observe the standard procedures listed below:

Unless it’s terminated internally, use the correct termination resistor at the input of
any monitoring device when connecting it to a high frequency output.

Always turn power OFF before removing or installing circuit boards, fuses, cable
connectors, etc. After powering down, wait for the power supplies to bleed down
before reinstalling circuit boards.

MOS and other devices are sensitive to static electricity and may be damaged by static
discharge. Observe static precautions when handling any electronic components or
assemblies. Use only a soldering iron with a grounded tip when soldering
components. DVEOUS boards have components on BOTH sides.

Take care not to damage the circuit board traces when removing components.

Wear safety glasses when working on high voltage circuits.

The AC line circuit breaker protects the hot side of the line
only. There is no protection on the neutral leg. Therefore,
single phase power is required.

240 Volt Users
The power cord supplied with this equipment has a molded grounding connector (IEC
320-C13) at one end and stripped conductors (50/5 mm) at the other end. The conductors
are CEE color coded:

Light Blue......................Neutral

Brown............................Line

Green/Yellow ..............Ground

Other IEC 320 type power supply cords can be used if they comply with the safety
regulations of the country in which they are installed.
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CUSTOMER SERVICE
Scitex provides technical support through professional Field Service and Product Support
Engineers. In the U.S., dial (800) 777-9787. Outside the U.S., please contact your nearest Scitex
office or Distributor and ask for service or product support.

LIMITED WARRANTY
1. Limited One-Year Warranty. Scitex Digital Video warrants to you, as the original
purchaser/licensee only, that the product you purchased/licensed will perform as stated
below for a period of one (1) year from the date of delivery (as evidenced by the sales
receipt):

Software. If software is supplied as part of the product, the software will operate in
substantial conformance with its specifications as set forth in its product operator’s
guide. Scitex Digital Video does not warrant that the Software will meet your
requirements, that operation of the Software will be uninterrupted or error-free, or that
all Software errors will be corrected.

Hardware and Media. The Software Media (if supplied with the product) and the
Product hardware components, including equipment supplied but not manufactured by
Scitex Digital Video but NOT including any third party equipment that has been
substituted by the Distributor for such equipment (the "Hardware"), will be free from
defects in materials and workmanship under normal operating conditions and use.

Operational Support. Telephone support will provide 90 days of toll-free telephone
operational support for the product.

2. Warranty Remedies. Your sole remedies under this limited warranty are as follows:
 

Software. If software is supplied as part of the product and it shall fail to substantially
conform to its specifications as stated in the product operator Os guide, Scitex Digital
Video shall, at its own expense, use its best efforts to correct (with due allowance
made for the  nature and complexity of the problem) such defect, error or
nonconformity. 

Hardware and Media. Scitex Digital Video will either repair or replace (at its option)
any defective Hardware component or part, or Software Media, with new or like new
Hardware components or Software Media.

3. Software Updates. If software is supplied as part of the product, Scitex Digital Video will
supply you, the original purchaser/licensee, with Software Updates of the  Scitex Digital
Video proprietary Software Release in effect at the time of license for a period of one year
from the date of license or until such time as Scitex Digital Video issues a new Release of the
Software, whichever first occurs. All software updates will be made available electronically
via Scitex Digital Video BBS. Scitex Digital Video shall have no obligation to supply you with
any Update or new Release of third party  software, or to provide any Software Update or
Release to adapt the Scitex Digital Video proprietary Software to operate with any Update or
new Release of third party software during the warranty period. To clarify the difference
between an Update and Release, an Update generally corrects some minor operational
deficiencies (bugs, workarounds, previously nonimplemented features) contained in the
Software, while a Release adds major functionality and new features.

Customer Support
Scitex provides the best customer service in the industry. For professional quality
equipment such as ours, you need professional quality service and support. We
provide technical support and service as outlined below:



4. Restrictions and Conditions of Limited Warranty. This Limited Warranty will be
void and of no force and effect if (i) Product Hardware or Software Media, or any part
thereof, is damaged due to abuse, misuse, alteration, neglect, or shipping, or as a result
of service or modification by a party other than Scitex Digital Video, or (ii) Software is
modified without the written consent of Scitex Digital Video.
5. Limitations of Warranties. THE EXPRESS WARRANTIES SET FORTH IN
THIS AGREEMENT ARE IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No oral or
written information or advice given by Scitex Digital Video, its distributors, dealers or
agents, shall increase the scope of this Limited Warranty or create any new warranties.
The warranties set forth in this Agreement are expressly subject to the limitations of
Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code.
6. Warranty Service Procedure.  To receive warranty service, you must return the
Product (or defective Hardware or Media component or part thereof) to Scitex Digital
Video within the one year warranty period or within ten (10) days after expiration of
such one year period. If within the U.S.A. or Canada, return the Product or
component to Scitex Digital Video; if in any other country, return it to the seller or
distributor from whom the Product was purchased. If you are returning the Product
or component directly to Scitex Digital Video, you must first obtain a Return
Authorization Number from Scitex Digital Video. For ImMIX brand workstation
products call Scitex Digital Video at 1-800-444-6649; for Abekas brand productsÑcall
1-800-777-9787. Return the Product (or defective component) in its original container or
equivalent, fully insured and with freight prepaid, and, if to Scitex Digital Video, with
the Return Authorization Number prominently displayed on the outside of the
shipping container. Outside of the U.S.A. or Canada, Products or components may also
be returned to the seller by personal delivery. Proof of purchase showing date
purchased, seller’s name and address, and model and serial number must accompany
the returned Product or accompany the returned Product or component.
7. Geographical Limitation of Warranty.  This limited warranty is valid only within
the country in which the Product is purchased/licensed.
8. Limitations on Remedies.  YOUR EXCLUSIVE REMEDIES, AND THE ENTIRE
LIABILITY OF SCITEX DIGITAL VIDEO WITH RESPECT TO THE PRODUCT,
SHALL BE AS STATED IN THIS LIMITED WARRANTY.Your sole and exclusive
remedy for any and all breaches of any Limited Warranty by Scitex Digital Video shall
be the recovery of reasonable damages which, in the aggregate, shall not exceed the
total amount of the combined license fee and purchase price paid by you for the
Product.
SCITEX DIGITAL VIDEO SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR ANY DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY LOST PROFITS, LOST SAVINGS, OR OTHER INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF YOUR USE OR INABILITY TO
USE THE PRODUCT, OR THE BREACH OF ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARRANTY, EVEN IF SCITEX DIGITAL VIDEO HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF THOSE DAMAGES, OR ANY REMEDY PROVIDED FAILS OF ITS
ESSENTIAL PURPOSE.
Further information regarding this limited warranty may be obtained as follows: For
Abekas brand products, write to Scitex Digital Video, 101 Galveston Drive, Redwood
City, CA 94063-9885, or call (415) 369-5111.For ImMIX brand products, write to Scitex
Digital Video, P.O. Box 2980, Grass Valley, CA 95945, or call (916) 272-9800.
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Section 1

Introduction
Scope of Manual

This Technical Guide provides detailed information to help you plan,
install, and configure your DVEOUS digital video effects system. For
operations information, please see the DVEOUS Operations Manual -
P/N 9100-0238.

Section Descriptions
This manual has tabbed sections to let you quickly find the information
you need. These sections cover installing and using the DVEOUS
hardware, and are separated into functional topics.

Section 1 – Introduction
This section is an overview of the system. It discusses the manual and
how to get the most out of it. There are descriptions of a standard
DVEOUS system and the available options. It also includes a summary
of basic operations and basic signal path block diagrams.

Section 2 – Installation
The Installation section covers the physical aspects of a DVEOUS system.
This includes power and cooling requirements, and size and weight
specifications. It covers all rear panel connections, with connector
pinouts, and discusses connecting a Control Panel.

Section 3 – System Overview
This section has the information needed to configure the DVEOUS
chassis. It defines the front edge LEDs and switches, and the internal
configuration switches. It also covers configuring the GPI (General
Purpose Interface) I/O ports, powering the system on and off, and
updating software. Discussions of hardware maintenance, software
adjustments, and power supply replacement appear at the end of the
section.

DVEOUS Technical Guide Scope of Manual
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Section 4 – Option Installation
This section details procedures for installing and replacing hardware
options in the chassis. These include the video input and output cards,
a second twin DVE board, the reTouch Color Corrector board, the
Defocus board, and the Target Framestore board. This section also
discusses the optional BRUTUS expanded channel configuration.

Section 5 – Applications
The Applications section covers timing DVEOUS to integrate it into an
existing system and the various switcher control interfaces that
DVEOUS supports.

Section 6 – Setup Menus
This section details the engineering and setup menus. It covers the
settings and ranges in menus used for system timing and configuration.

Section 7 – Appendix
This section is a list of commonly requested assemblies and their Scitex
part numbers.

Manual Conventions 
In this manual, all Control Panel keys are called buttons to avoid
confusion with the video keying process.

Keycap labels appear in bold capital letters: the 3D TRANS button, the
RUN→ button. Menu names are capitalized: the Warp menu, the Input
menu. Softkey labels are in bold upper and lower case italicized letters:
the Rotate softkey. Softknob labels appear in bold upper and lower case
letters: the H Pos softknob. Otherwise, softknobs appear as softknob A,
softknob B, softknob C, and softknob D, starting on the left with softknob
A.

A sequence of button presses appears with long dashes (—) separating
the buttons: MODIFY — ALL — ENTER. Holding one button down and
pressing another appears with a plus (+). For example, holding CLEAR
and pressing the 3D TRANS button appears as CLEAR + 3D TRANS.

Depending on your input and channel configurations, a channel can
process a video signal, a key signal, or a drop shadow derived from a
key signal. This manual uses the word image generically to indicate the
channel’s output (video, key, or shadow).

Scope of Manual DVEOUS Technical Guide
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System Description
Standard Features
DVEOUS is a 10-bit, frame-based, digital video effects system that is
switchable between the 525 and 625 line standards. It offers the most
advanced feature set ever seen in a real-time effects device. DVEOUS’
unique standard features include the following:

SuperShadow – a full-bandwidth drop shadow.

An internal Combiner that keys up to two DVE channel pairs and the
optional Target Framestore over a background.

A Background Framestore that can feed live or frozen images to the
internal Combiner as a background.

SurfaceFX, which combines the powerful texture and 3D light
sourcing tools. There is an internal Pattern Framestore for generating
video test patterns and textures. You can use any input to the routing
matrix, including video and key inputs and the SuperMatte generator,
as the source for a texture.

SuperMatte color generator for creating dual color washes and
patterns.

Four independent input freeze buffers (two for video, two for
textures) per DVE channel pair.

UltraWarp advanced image warping feature.

Channel configurations. One of the features that makes DVEOUS
unique is its flexible channel configuration. The standard unit has
twin channels: one main channel dedicated for video, and a second
channel that can be used for video, key, or shadow. The A video
transformation path is a full-bandwidth video channel. The B channel
can process key signals (luminance only), but is also a full bandwidth
video channel. This lets DVEOUS operate in three modes:

Video/Video – you can control the twin channels
independently.

Video/Key – you can control the key channel independently.

Video-Key/Shadow – The key follows the main video
channel, with independent control of the shadow.

Two dual serial component digital input modules or two analog
composite input modules (providing four input sources) are standard
in the particular I/O package you ordered. Each digital input module
can provide two independent video signals. Each composite input
module provides one video plus associated key input. Additional
input modules, in any supported format, are optional. DVEOUS
supports a maximum of 12 inputs (six dual input modules).

DVEOUS Technical Guide System Description
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The DVEOUS chassis supports two output modules, and there are
two types you can choose from. Both types have a serial component
digital video outputs and digital key outputs. They differ in their
analog outputs:

Composite analog video and key outputs

Component analog video and key outputs

The DVEOUS Control Panel has a high resolution graphics display
and a 3.5" high density (1.44MB) MS-DOS format floppy disk drive.
You can use the floppy drive to store and recall effects and
engineering setup files.

Remote interfacing capabilities. DVEOUS can control external
switcher aux buses with frame accurate front/back switching. Serial
interfaces let external devices, such as a switcher or edit controller,
control DVEOUS. DVEOUS supports the Abekas LINC timeline
control, SMPTE, Sony VTR, GVG CPL, and Phillips/BTS Diamond
Digital Switcher protocols. There are also 12 GPI (General Purpose
Interface) inputs and 12 GPI outputs.

Internal 16 X 11 crosspoint matrix for source routing.

Options
An optional second DVE board adds a second pair of twin channels
to expand DVEOUS to a full two-channel (each channel has both
video and key) or a four-channel (video only) system.

DVEOUS supports up to 12 inputs (six dual-input modules). You can
add input modules in any combination to suit your application:

Dual Serial Digital – two identical 10-bit inputs; either can be
video or key.

Dual Parallel Digital – two identical 10-bit inputs; either can
be video or key.

Dual Component Analog – two identical 8-bit resolution
inputs; either can be video or key. Both are software selectable
for SMPTE, Betacam® (525 or 625, setup or no setup), MII®,
RGB (setup or no setup), or key (setup or no setup). Sync must
be present on Y or G on the A input source; the B input can
lock to the A input if sync is not present  on the B input source
(such as a key source without sync).

Component Analog Video Plus Key – one each video and key
input at 10-bit resolution. The video input is software
selectable for SMPTE, Betacam (525 or 625, setup or no setup),
MII, or RGB (setup or no setup). The key input is selectable
for setup or no setup. This input has an external sync input,

System Description DVEOUS Technical Guide
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or can take sync on Y or G on the video input; the key input
can use sync from the video input if separate sync is not
present.

Composite Analog Video Plus Key – one each video and key
input at 10-bit resolution. This is selectable for 525 (NTSC) or
625 (PAL) operation, and has high impedance looping inputs
for connection to multiple devices. It also provides advanced
adaptive comb filtering for maintaining the quality of moving
images and high resolution graphics.

A separate Channel Output module is available as an option. This
module provides the output from each channel pair upstream of the
Combiner feeding the main output module. Each Channel Output
module has video and key outputs for its respective channel pair
(1A/1B or 2A/2B), with the video unshaped and not keyed over a
background. They occupy the input 9/10 and/or 11/12 slots, which
means that have 8 inputs available in this configuration. The Channel
Output format is serial component digital only.

The Shot Box option is a small Control Panel intended for use in an
on-air or live environment for recalling and running effects. Its
buttons duplicate those in the On-Air and Timeline Control sections
on the main Control Panel. It lets you directly access any effect and
any keyframe in an effect. You can also freeze the input signal to each
channel and run effects forward or backward from the Shot Box.

The reTouch Color Corrector option offers wide range color
correction and modification in either RGB or YUV space for each DVE
channel input independently.

The Defocus option allows wide band defocusing of the luminance or
chrominance in an image, or both. It is dual channel: you can use it on
one or two video signals, or on one video and one key signal or the
background. Defocus controls include independent horizontal and
vertical defocus settings.

The Target Framestore option lets you create trails with variable decay
(with either video or a matte fill), sparkles with variable size and
intensity, motion blur, and montage (drop-ins) with selectable
priority for live video over or under existing drop-ins. This option also
stores Z, or depth, information, letting you build solids easily and
move live images in front of or behind the frozen images
automatically.

An External Floppy Drive can be connected to the DVEOUS control
panel when console mounting  blocks access to the on-board drive.

Expanded Memory adds 1 Megabyte of RAM to the Combiner board
to increase total keyframe effects from 900 to 2200.

The CPL Protocol Converter module interfaces DVEOUS to switchers
using GVG Control Protocol Language (models 3000 and 4000).

DVEOUS Technical Guide System Description
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Reference Requirements
You must operate DVEOUS locked to an external reference input. A
switch on the Combiner Controller board front edge selects the system
line rate (525 or 625). It accepts black burst (color black) or composite
sync as a reference input if the component output module is installed,
but requires black burst if the composite output module is installed. The
reference input includes a switch selectable 75-ohm termination or high
impedance loop through for daisy chaining the reference signal to other
devices.

Control Ports
There are several control ports on the rear of the DVEOUS Main Chassis.

The Aux and Editor ports are used to support various protocols. They
have identical protocol selections. The Editor port is usually used for
serial remote control of DVEOUS as a slave device using the SMPTE
or  Sony RS-422 protocols. The Aux port is typically  used for auxiliary
bus control of several switcher types.

The LINC (Locally Integrated Node Control) port provides timeline
control of DVEOUS from any Abekas digital video switcher.

Two GPI (General Purpose Interface) ports supply extensive input
and output switch closure-based remote control. The GPI outputs can
also provide tally information. Input and Output functions are
assignable and trigger-edge mode is selectable in the Remote Setup
menu. Pinouts and specifications for the GPI ports are provided in
Section 2. Configuration is discussed in Section 6, Setup Menus.

System Description DVEOUS Technical Guide
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Overview of Terms Used
DVEOUS’ unique features call for a new way of thinking about DVEs.
To avoid confusion about the terms used when discussing DVEOUS,
please see the discussion below.

Channel

The term "channel" has historically been used to describe either the video
or key processing path, inputs, or outputs (the video channel, or the key
channel output). Most DVE systems process luminance and
chrominance in the video path and only luminance in the key path.
Usually, a "two-channel" system or effect refers to the number of video
images involved, and implies that the key channels are included.

DVEOUS has the unique ability to process either a key signal or a video
signal on the second channel. This means that the standard DVEOUS
system can have one video and one key path, or two video paths and no
key path; it can generate raster-shaped key signals at the output.

In this manual, "channel" can refer to a video path or a key path, and,
unless specifically noted, they are interchangeable. Each twin channel
DVE board has a main video channel (1A) and its "twin" video, key, or
shadow channel (1B). The second (optional) DVE board adds an
additional video channel (2A) and twin video, key, or shadow channel
(2B).

Multichannel

"Multichannel systems" in the past always referred to the video
channels, with the accompanying key channels implied. Thus, a
four-channel system had four video paths and four key paths. DVEOUS
is a multichannel system in its standard configuration, because both
channels can process video.

Each DVEOUS DVE board (maximum two per system) has twin
processor channels: the video channel (A) and the twin channel (B). You
can use these channels in three different modes:

V + V (Video + Video)
The DVE board independently processes two video sources. All
transform, warp, and lighting effects are adjustable separately on each
video channel. The DVE processor internally generates the key signals
associated with these signals. The key signals are full screen "white" with
adjustable opacity and edge softness.

V + K (Video + Key)
The DVE board independently processes one video and one key source.
All transforms are available to the key signal independently from the
video. The key channel also has clip, gain, and horizontal phase controls.

DVEOUS Technical Guide Overview of Terms Used
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VK + S (Video/Key + Shadow)
In this mode, the DVE board derives a full-bandwidth drop shadow
from the key input. It processes the video and key (which are tied
together) in the A channel, with independent control of the shadow in
the B channel. Besides the clip, gain, and horizontal phase controls for
the key part of the A channel, there are color and opacity controls for the
shadow channel.

Overview of Terms Used DVEOUS Technical Guide
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Control Panel Button Groups 
A brief description of the Control Panel and its button groups follows.

The Menu Screen 

Menu Display 
The menu screen is in the upper left corner of the Control Panel. You can
adjust brightness and contrast in the Engineering Setup menu.

Menu Labels and Controls  
Some of the information displayed in the menu screen changes
depending on DVEOUS’ current status and the current menu. The figure
below shows a typical display.

The top line shows the current menu title, and indicates the currently
selected master channel (the one the menu settings reflect): 1A, 1B, 2A,
or 2B. The master channel display does not appear in global menus.

A menu can have up to three different softkeys. The softkey labels
appear on the left side of the menu screen. Select a softkey by pressing
the button next to its label. When you press a softkey, a black highlight
indicates that it is active. If there is more than one label for the softkey,
pressing it toggles the function, and the highlight indicates the active
mode. Also, up to four parameters for each softkey function can appear
above the softknobs at the bottom of the menu display. You can adjust
these settings with the softknobs, the keypad, or the joystick. The motion
path type assigned to the parameter appears above the softknob values.

BORDER
Edge Soft

LEFT

-0.5000

LN
RIGHT

0.5000

LN

BORDER/CROP Ch 1A

COLOR

KEYPAD

CURRENT TIME: 0:00 CURRENT EFFECT: WorkSpace  REMAINING KFs: 300

KF# LEFT RIGHT TOP

Gb
1A
1B
2A
2B

BOTTOM

LN

-0.3750

BOTTOMTOP
LN

0.3750

CROP
Edge Soft

Menu Softkeys

Menu Functions Menu Title Master
Channel Channel

Delegation
Status

Keypad
Buffer

Effect
WorkSpace

Parameter
Softknobs

Function
Parameters

Menu Screen and Controls
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You can change softknob settings several ways:

Turn the softknob.

Enter a value in the numeric keypad, then press the corresponding A,
B, C, or D button in the top row of the numeric keypad. For example,
to enter the value 17 in softknob A, enter 17 on the keypad, then press
A. This applies to softknobs that use numeric values.

Use the joystick to change softknob settings. Adjust softknob settings
with left/right arrows by moving the joystick left and right. Adjust
settings with up/down arrows by moving the joystick up and down.
Adjust softknob settings with circular arrows by twisting the joystick
handle.

You can copy a value from one softknob to another. With the keypad
buffer empty, press the keypad softkey (A,B, C, or D) for the softknob
you want to copy. This copies the value to the keypad buffer. Pressing
another keypad softkey (A, B, C, or D) enters the value in that
softknob and clears the buffer.

You can invert a value by pressing the +/- button, then the keypad
softkey (A, B, C, or D) for the softknob. Use this for values that accept
negative numbers.

You can also use TRIM to trim a value: press 1 — TRIM — A to add
1 to the value in softknob A.

You can reset values and entire menus to their default settings:

Press CLEAR, then A, B, C, or D to reset the softknob value to default.
Hold CLEAR and press more than one keypad softkey (A, B, C, or D)
to reset multiple values.

Hold CLEAR and press a softkey to clear all the values for that softkey
to default. This resets both the softkey setting (if it is a toggle or flag)
and any softknob values.

Hold the CLEAR button and press a menu button to reset all the
values for that menu to default. This resets all softkeys and softknob
values.

Control Panel Button Groups DVEOUS Technical Guide
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A keypad buffer appears in the lower right corner of each menu. The
buffer can display one of the following:

Empty (default).

A number waiting to be assigned to a softknob.

A number and the word Trim.

The word Align.

The word Clear.

The +/- symbol.

The message <Set Path> and a list of the path types: JP
(jump), LN (linear), SL (smooth linear), T1 (Tension
Continuity Bias 1), T2 (Tension Continuity Bias 2), and SM
(smooth). A cursor indicates the currently selected path type.

The center of the display shows information about the current timeline
and effect. The top line (CTime) indicates the current point on the effects
timeline as seconds:frames. The next five lines indicate the current
keyframe and total keyframes for each channel’s effect. For example, if
channel 1A is on keyframe 2 of a five keyframe effect, the display reads
Ch 1A : Kf 2 of 5. There are two Free Kf lines. The first one shows the
number of keyframes available for addition in the current effect (there
is a maximum of 300 keyframes per effect). The bottom line shows the
number of keyframes available in the system keyframe pool (a total of
over 900 with the standard 1MB memory, 2200 with the optional 2MB
memory).

Below the effect information display area is a single line edit buffer that
shows your keyframe editing command strings (TimeFrame Effects
Editor or Quick Keyframes keystroke sequences). If DVEOUS
recognizes the command string, it confirms by displaying OK at the end
of the string when you press ENTER. If it does not, an error message
appears after the unrecognized command string.

You can "lock" the joystick control to the current menu settings, then
change to a different menu and use the softknobs to control the settings
there. The joystick still affects only the settings it is locked to.

DVEOUS Technical Guide Control Panel Button Groups 
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Channel Select Buttons 
The Channel Select buttons include GLOBAL, 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B. They
are the red buttons on the left side of the Control Panel, below the menu
display. 1A and 1B are twin channel number 1. 2A and 2B comprise the
second (optional) twin channel. The global channel affects every channel
equally. Press a Channel Select button to light its LED and make it the
active channel. The menus reflect the status of the active channel, and
any changes you make in the menus affect the active channel.

The LED displays above and below the A Channel Select buttons read
VIDEO to indicate that these channels are video channels. The displays
above and below the B Channel Select buttons can be either VIDEO or
KEY, depending on how you have configured your channels. See the
discussion at the end of this section for more details on configuring
channels.

When a channel is designated as the "master," its settings appear in the
menus. You can have more than one channel active at a time, but only
one channel can be the "master" channel. Though the menus reflect the
master channel’s settings, any changes you make in the menus affect all
active (selected) channels. Hold a Channel Select button for half a second
to designate it as the master without de-selecting other channels. Double
press a Channel Select button to select it as the master channel and
de-select all other channels. You can toggle any other channel on and off
after designating a master channel by pressing its Channel Select button
once.

DVEOUS

1A

GLOBAL

1B

2B2A

VIDEO KEY

Channel Select Buttons
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Quick Keyframe Buttons 
The Quick Keyframe buttons include the INSERT NEXT, DELETE,
MODIFY, and UNDO KF EDIT buttons. All are located on the left side
of the Control Panel. They only affect the current keyframe (the one that
is currently highlighted in the timeline[s]).

These buttons are single press functions. Pressing INSERT NEXT inserts
a keyframe after the current keyframe. Pressing DELETE removes the
current keyframe, including its duration, from the timeline. Pressing
MODIFY changes the current keyframe to reflect any changes in any
parameter. Pressing UNDO KF EDIT "undoes" the last keyframe edit
you made.

DELETE

MODIFY

INSERT
NEXT

UNDO
KF EDIT

DVEOUS

Quick Keyframe Buttons
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Channel Menu Buttons 
The Channel Menu buttons include the 3D TRANS, 2D TRANS,
BORDER/CROP, MULTI, COLOR CRCTR, COLOR MODIFY,
INPUT, WARP, LIGHT SOURCE, TEXTURE, KEY, CORNER PIN,
and OUTPUT menu buttons. These buttons are located below the
softknobs. Use these buttons to access menus and parameters for the
active channel(s). 
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WARP LIGHT
SOURCE

2D
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BORDER
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MULTI

KEYTEXTURE
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TimeFrame Effects Editor Buttons  
The TimeFrame Effects Editor buttons, located below the Channel Menu
buttons, include INSERT, DELETE, REMOVE, COPY, MODIFY,
NORMAL, CHANNEL COPY, START (REW), TO, END (FF), THIS,
ALL, TRIM, and ENTER. Use these buttons to insert, delete, edit, and
copy keyframes in effects.

INSERT DELETE REMOVE COPY MODIFY

START
TO

END
THIS ALL(REW) (FF)

TRIM

NORMAL CHANNEL
COPY

ENTER

DVEOUS

TimeFrame Effects Editor Buttons
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Graphics Buttons 
The Graphics buttons let you enable graphic overlays and lock the
joystick to the current menu controls. Press the CURSOR button to turn
on a cursor for each channel on the DVEOUS output. The cursor appears
at the intersection of the H, V, and Z axes for each channel, and a channel
identification (1A, 1B, etc.) appears on the channel’s image. This can help
when you need to identify or position an image very precisely.  Use
JOYSTICK LOCK to dedicate the joystick to the current menu controls.
This is handy if you want to continue using the joystick for positioning,
for example, while using the softknobs in the Warp menu.

DVEOUS

CURSOR JOYSTICK
LOCK

Graphics Buttons
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Global Menu Buttons 
The Global Menu buttons are below the Graphics buttons, and include
GLOBAL TRANS, COMBINER, TARGET FRAMESTR, DEFOCUS,
SUPER MATTE, and SOLID BUILDER. These buttons access menus
that control DVEOUS functions that are not specific to the individual
DVE channels (1A, 1B, 2A, 2B) . This includes menus for controlling
optional features.

TARGET
FRAMESTR

SOLID
BUILDER

SUPER
MATTE

DEFOCUS

GLOBAL
TRANS

COMBINER

DVEOUS
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Effects Buttons 
The buttons in this group, TIMELINE, EVENTS, PATH, DISK, SAVE
EFFECT, and RECALL EFFECT, access menus that let you set controls
for the effect as a whole. The Disk menu lets you save effects and setups
to floppy disk.

EVENTS

SAVE
EFFECT

TIMELINE

DISK

PATH

RECALL
EFFECT

DVEOUS

Effects Buttons
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System Buttons 
The System buttons include INPUT SETUP, OUTPUT SETUP,
REMOTE SETUP, ENG, UNDO MENU, REMOTE ENABLE, NO
XPOINT, PERSONALITY,  and ACQUIRE. These buttons access
menus that let you set up the DVEOUS inputs, outputs, remote setups,
and enables. Press ENG to bring up the Engineering menu.

INPUT
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ENABLE

OUTPUT
SETUP

REMOTE
SETUP
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Joystick
You can use the joystick to change parameter settings. Adjust parameters
with left/right arrows by moving the joystick left and right. Adjust
parameters with up/down arrows by moving the joystick up and down.
Adjust parameters with circular arrows by twisting the joystick handle.

You can "lock" the joystick control to the current menu controls, then
change to a different menu and use the softknobs to control the settings
there. The joystick still affects only the settings it is locked to.

Control Panel Button Groups DVEOUS Technical Guide
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Numeric Keypad 
The numeric keypad is located under the System buttons. Use the
keypad to enter effect numbers, keyframe numbers, parameter values,
etc. The A, B, C, and D buttons let you enter values into the softknob
settings. For example, to enter the value 17 in softknob A, enter 17 on the
keypad, then press A.

You can invert a value by pressing the +/- button, then the A, B, C, or D
button for a softknob. Use this for values that accept negative numbers.

You can use CLEAR to erase the contents of the keypad buffer, the
contents of the keyframe edit dialog, or reset entire softkeys or menus
to default.

You can use TRIM to adjust values. For example, press 1 — TRIM — A
to add 1 to the value in softknob A.

Press ALIGN to put the word Align into the keypad buffer. Now
pressing a keypad softkey (A, B, C, or D) brings the corresponding
softknob value to its nearest "nominal" value. For example, aligning a
rotation value of 39 degrees sets it to 45 degrees. Pressing ALIGN, then
a menu softkey (left side of the display) sets all the softknobs to their
closest nominal value.

Pressing PATH displays the available motion path types in the keypad
buffer. You can assign a motion path type to any parameter by pressing
PATH to select the motion type in the keypad buffer, then the keypad
softkey (A, B, C, or D) for that softknob.

+/- 0 . CLEAR

A B C D

7 8 9 PATH

4 5 6

1 2 3

ALIGN

TRIM

DVEOUS

Numeric Keypad
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On-Air Buttons 
Use these six On-Air buttons when operating DVEOUS live. Press the
ON-AIR button to bring up the On-Air menu and put the keypad in
on-air mode. The four freeze buttons let you freeze the channels
independently. Once you have frozen an input, you can set up the freeze
type for each input. Parameter softknobs for each channel appear when
you press FIELD, allowing you to select the freeze type (field 1, field 2
or frame).

Note that on-air freezes override any timeline effect: the
channel stays frozen no matter what effects you recall or
run. This on-air freeze is different from the freeze setting
in the Input menu, which lets you apply a freeze on a
keyframe-by-keyframe basis.

FREEZE
1B

ON-AIRFREEZE
1A

FIELDFREEZE
2A

FREEZE
2B

DVEOUS

On-Air Buttons
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Timeline Control Buttons 
These buttons are in the lower right corner of the Control Panel and let
you step through keyframes in an effect, run an effect either forward or
reverse, and pause a running effect.

Pressing RUN→ runs the current timeline effect forward. Pressing
←RUN runs the current timeline effect in reverse. Pressing the PAUSE
button momentarily halts the effect. You can continue running it by
pressing RUN→ or ←RUN. The PAUSE LED lights if the effect is
currently paused, and one of the RUN button LEDs flashes to indicate
the direction the effect was running when it was paused. Pressing the
PAUSE button to turn its LED off takes the effect out of run mode. Use
the RUN→ or ←RUN button to run the effect from the beginning or the
end.

Pressing the PREVIOUS button steps the timeline back to the previous
keyframe. Pressing the NEXT button steps the timeline forward to the
next keyframe. Pressing the STOP NEXT button pauses a running effect
when it reaches the next keyframe.

STOP
NEXT

NEXT

RUN →PAUSE← RUN

PREVIOUS

DVEOUS

Timeline Control Buttons
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Shot Box 
The Shot Box is an optional small Control Panel for on-air or live use. Its
buttons duplicate the ones in the On-Air and Timeline Control sections
on the main Control Panel. You can use the Shot Box to recall keyframes,
recall, run, and pause effects, freeze channels, and select a field/frame
output.

Layer
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CTime

02:00

Kf

3

Dsrate

3:00

The Shot Box Option
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Video and Key Signal Paths
This discussion is an overview of the video and key signal flow paths,
which will help you better understand how DVEOUS works. It includes
details of your options for channel configurations, which is followed by
block diagrams that show the system video and key signal paths in more
detail.

Channel Configurations
The standard DVEOUS is a twin channel system. It has one channel
dedicated for video (A) and a second channel (B). Both transformation
paths are full-bandwidth video channels. However, the B channel can
process a key or drop shadow signal instead of video. This gives
DVEOUS three modes of operation.

Video+Video 
This mode lets you use the B channel as a video channel. This channel
has independent control of all keyframe parameters including motion
paths, warps, light sources, and textures. The DVE processor internally
generates the key signals associated with these signals. Each channel’s
key signals are raster size "white" with adjustable opacity and edge
softness.

The Video/Video Mode

DVEOUS Technical Guide Video and Key Signal Paths
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Video+Key 
In this mode, you can manipulate the key signal with all keyframe
parameters, including motion paths, warps, light sources, and textures,
independently of the video. Note that, since you can move the key
channel completely independently of the video channel, parts of the
video channel that do not overlap the key channel are not visible. For
this reason, select both channels when moving the image in this mode,
unless this effect is what you want.

Video-Key+Shadow  
This mode splits the B channel in two. The key part moves with the main
video channel (A), with a horizontal position control for the key signal.
You can manipulate the shadow, which is derived from the key input,
with the B channel, completely independently of the video/key. All
keyframe parameters, including motion paths, warps, light sources, and
textures, apply to the shadow channel.

The Video/Key Mode

The Video-Key/Shadow Mode

Video and Key Signal Paths DVEOUS Technical Guide
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Additional Channels 
As an option, you can add a second twin channel DVE board to provide
another set of A and B channels. The configuration possibilities are the
same as for the standard DVE board. You can use the system as a two
channel unit in conventional terms (two video and two key processing
paths), as shown in the figure below.

You also have the option of using one DVE board to process two video
signals, and using the other DVE board to process one video and one
key signal. Another configuration is four channels of video, each with
independent control. This lets you use DVEOUS as a four channel,
real-time video image processor.

The Video/Key Mode on Both Channel Pairs
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Signal Paths

Inputs 
DVEOUS supports up to 12 video and/or key inputs with a variety of
input modules. The modules handle two inputs each. Input module
types available are serial component digital, parallel component digital,
8-bit or 10-bit component analog (including RGB and most Y/R-Y/B-Y
formats), and 10-bit composite analog (both NTSC and PAL); all support
either video or key signals. However, the two 10-bit analog input
modules (component and composite) support one dedicated video and
one dedicated key input. All analog formats are automatically converted
to component digital for internal processing.

Crosspoint Matrix
DVEOUS’ Combiner board has a 16 input by 11 output crosspoint matrix
that lets you route sources internally. You can route any source in the
matrix to any destination fed by the matrix. These are the 16 matrix
inputs:

External inputs 1 through 12 (if all input modules are installed).

The SuperMatte output (dual color wash generator).

The Pattern Framestore output, which is used to generate video test
patterns and textures.

The outputs of the optional dual channel wide range Defocus module.

Input Video Paths

Video and Key Signal Paths DVEOUS Technical Guide
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The matrix outputs feed these 11 destinations:

The DVE channel video inputs (a total of four if the optional second
DVE board is installed). These matrix outputs are routed through the
optional reTouch Color Correctors, if installed, before passing to the
DVE channel inputs.

The DVE channel texture inputs (a total of four if the optional second
DVE board is installed).

The Background Framestore.

The optional dual channel wide range Defocus module inputs.

DVE Paths
You can configure the DVE channels three ways: Video+Video,
Video+Key, and Video-Key+Shadow. This discussion includes a
drawing for each mode.

Video+Video Mode  
In the Video+Video mode, the DVE board acts as two identical
video-only DVE channels, each processing a full 4:2:2 video path. Each
channel has a video input and a texture source input with dedicated
freeze buffers. The texture inputs feed each channel’s light source model,
where the textures are applied to the light source calculations. The video
inputs feed the border/crop processing, then pass to their respective
light source models. Then the light source, including texture, is applied
to each image.

Each channel has its own independent transform controller, which
generates addressing for the main transform framestore and filter
coefficients for the horizontal and vertical bandwidth filters. The video

Video+Video Mode Paths
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for each channel is filtered and then passed to the motion detection and
vertical upsampling circuitry. From here the video is written into the
main transform framestores.

The video for each channel is read out of the transform framestores, with
addresses generated by that channel’s transform controller, and sent to
the output interpolators. The transformed video and generated key
information from each channel passes to the combiner, which
composites the two channels together.

The combining process uses either a fixed key priority (A over B or B
over A) or a Z (depth) based key priority. In Z key mode, the Z position
of each channel in 3D space determines its priority relative to the other
channel.

The graphics output consists of axis grids and channel identifiers for
each channel.

Video+Key Mode 
The Video+Key mode differs from the Video+Video mode only in that
the board processes the B channel as the key signal for the A channel,
with additional key clip, gain, and horizontal phase adjustments. Note
that the chrominance processing of the B channel is not used in this mode
since key signals have luminance information only. This makes the A
channel 4:2:2 and the B channel 4:0:0.

The A/B Combiner’s key output is effectively that of the B channel, and
not the raster-based signal seen in the Video+Video mode. Since the key
(B) transform can be independent of the video (A) transform, it is
possible to position the transformed key so that the transformed video
is not visible, or only partially visible, in the final composited output.

Video+Key Mode Paths
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Video-Key+Shadow Mode
The Video-Key+Shadow mode is similar to the Video+Key mode,
except that the key signal input to the B channel is processed by the
A channel’s transform controller, so that the video and key are
transformed at the same time. Also, the key input is used to create a
drop shadow. The drop shadow is routed through the chrominance
part of the B circuitry, and processed by the B channel’s transform
controller, which provides independent shadow transform control.
Although the actual signal paths are the same as in Video+Video
mode, from an operational point of view, this makes the A channel a
4:2:2:4 path and the B channel 0:2:2.

The A/B Combiner key output in this mode is a combination of the key
shadow signals processed by the B channel. 

Video-Key+Shadow Mode Paths
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Outputs 
Each DVE board supplies three signals to the Combiner board: video,
key, and graphics. The video signal is either a transformed version of
the A input (Video+Key or Video-Key+Shadow modes) or of the
combined A and B inputs (Video/Video mode). The key signal is either
a transformed version of the B input (Video+Key or Video-Key+Shadow
modes) or an internally generated raster-shaped edge key (Video+Video
mode). The graphics signal has a channel identifier and up to three axis
cursors per channel, which are visual clues used for creating complex
objects or movement.

The video and key signals connect to both the DVE Combiner and the
Target Framestore keyers. The DVE Combiner combines the two DVE
boards’ combined video and key signals into a single composite of the
four channels. This combined output is then keyed over the optional
Target Framestore (TFS) and the background.

The Output Video Paths
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The Target Framestore option lets you create trail, sparkle, and smear
effects, as well as composite drop-ins. You can select the 1A/1B DVE
output, the 2A/2B DVE output, or the combined four channel DVE
output as the input source for the Target Framestore. Also, since the TFS
stores key and Z (depth) information, it has its own Z key priority, and
can be placed "over" or "under" the live DVE channels.

If two DVE boards are installed, the direct unshaped video and key
outputs of each DVE board are also available as an option. These
Channel Output modules are installed in the input 9/10 and 11/12 slots
in the chassis, and limit the number of available inputs to eight. Each
module provides serial digital video and key outputs: one for the
combined 1A/1B channels, and one for the combined 2A/2B channels.
The video outputs are unshaped and unkeyed, and intended for use as
key and fill inputs to a switcher or external keyer.

DVEOUS’ main video output supplies two identical serial component
digital video and key outputs. The standard component output module
also supplies one component analog video and key output with separate
sync. An optional composite output module supplies two composite
analog video and one analog key output besides the serial component
digital outputs.

DVEOUS Technical Guide Video and Key Signal Paths
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Section 2

Installation
Physical Installation

Unpacking
Remove the DVEOUS Main Chassis and Control Panel from the packing
boxes. Inspect all articles for shipping damage. If you find any damage,
notify the shipping carrier immediately for claims adjustments.

Compare the shipping box contents to the packing slip. Contact your
Abekas sales representative if there are any unexplained shortages.

Pre-installation Checks
Remove the Main Chassis front. Ensure that each circuit board is aligned
in the circuit board guides and firmly seated in its connector socket.

Power Consumption
The DVEOUS Main Chassis consumes less than 750 watts. The Main
Chassis normally powers the Control Panel with its 12VDC supply. If
you install the Control Panel more than 33 feet (about 10 meters) from
the Main Chassis, you must use the optional 5100-CPPS Control Panel
power supply, P/N 2800-0063. The Control Panel draws less than 35
watts. See page 2-25 for more information on cable lengths and the
power supply.

Since the circuit breaker is single ended, it is recommended that you
power DVEOUS with single phase power only.

Note: Do not insert or remove boards or modules when
chassis is powered.

For initial startup information see Getting Started in Section 3, System
Overview.

DVEOUS Technical Guide Physical Installation
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Cooling and Airflow
The DVEOUS Main Chassis is forced air cooled with a set of fans
mounted in the rear panel. The cooling air enters from the front, and the
exhaust leaves through the fans at the rear. Fans at the lower right front
of the chassis force air through the power supply.

NOTE: Never power up the DVEOUS Main Chassis with
the top cover removed or any of the rear panel I/O slots
uncovered. This compromises the integrity of the cooling
system and could result in overheating, which could lead
to component failure.

After installing the chassis in the rack, be careful not to block the exhaust
fans on the rear with cable bundles. Periodically check that the fans are
operating properly.

A temperature sensor on the Combiner Controller board displays a
warning message in the Control Panel display if the Main Chassis
becomes overheated. 

The DVEOUS Control Panel requires no special cooling considerations.
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Rack Mounting
The DVEOUS Main Chassis weighs approximately 50 lb., depending on
options, and occupies five rack units (8.75 inches or 22.23 centimeters). 

Two L-shaped rack supports, one on each side, are mounted on the front
of the Main Chassis. There are two other front mounting positions,
letting you control how much of the front part of the chassis protrudes
from the front of the rack. You must use a second set of supports to use
these, since the front cover attaches to the front mounted supports.

Two rear supports, one on each side, are mounted on the rear of the Main
Chassis. There are three mounting positions for the supports, letting you

Main Chassis Dimensions
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match your rack depth. The supports are mounted on the front position.
Two L-shaped rear brackets slide into the supports and attach to the rear
of the equipment rack.

To ensure proper chassis grounding, attach the grounding lug on the
rear of the Main Chassis to a suitable ground. 

Physical Installation DVEOUS Technical Guide
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Control Panel Mounting
The Control Panel is designed to sit on a counter top or in a 19 inch rack
rail console. You can countersink the base of the Control Panel, but this
requires the 5100-FDD external floppy drive option, P/N 9500-0204, to
provide floppy drive access. Also, be sure to allow access to the
connections on the rear of the Control Panel base.  The darker shaded
cutout area is required for cable access, notice the control/power
connector location below.

Control Panel Dimensions
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Shot Box Control Panel 
The Shot Box Control Panel is used in live applications, where it is only
necessary to recall and run effects. It connects to the rear of the main
Control Panel.

Shot Box Control Panel Dimensions

Physical Installation DVEOUS Technical Guide
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Video Connections  
This section describes the video signal connectors on the rear of the
DVEOUS Main Chassis. Connector pinouts are provided. For details on
configuring the video inputs and outputs, see Section 6 – Setup Menus.
For information on installing the modules in the rear of the chassis, see
Section 4 – Option Installation. 

Reference Input
You must operate DVEOUS externally locked to a house reference input.
A switch on the Combiner Controller board front edge determines the
system line rate (525 or 625).

The reference signal must be black burst (color black) if the composite
output option is installed. If the component output module is installed,
a jumper on the output board lets you select either a 286mV/300mV
(black burst) or a 2V/4V p-p (composite sync) reference input. See
Section 3 – System Overview for information on changing the jumper.
The component output board, as shipped, is configured for a black burst
input.

Both output modules include a switch selectable 75-ohm termination or
high-impedance loop through so you can connect the reference signal to
other equipment.

Serial Component Digital Outputs
Both Output Module types have two identical serial component digital
video and key outputs that conform to the SMPTE 125M/CCIR 601 and
SMPTE 259M standards as described below. You can adjust the system’s
horizontal timing in the Output Setup menu. This adjustment moves all
outputs (digital and analog) simultaneously up to 19 microseconds
advanced or delayed from reference. Also, the analog key outputs have
another +/- 1 microsecond timing adjustment to match video and key
timing. The digital key outputs do not have this feature, however.

Component Output Module Connections

DVEOUS Technical Guide Video Connections  
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Digital Video and Key Outputs
You can configure the serial digital outputs in the Output Setup menu.
You can use full 10-bit, 8-bit with dynamic rounding, 8-bit with
dithering, or 8-bit cropped (truncated) resolution. Use the 8-bit modes
when DVEOUS’ output feeds an 8-bit device, such as a D1-format VTR.
Otherwise, use the 10-bit setting for best image quality. There are
separate bit resolution controls for the program (main video) and key
outputs.

You can also select the amount of horizontal blanking processing: 601
Crop (narrow blanking), 601 Shape (narrow blanking with edge
filtering), Anlg Crop (analog-spec blanking), or Anlg Shape
(analog-spec blanking with edge filtering). There are separate blanking
width controls for the program (main video) and key outputs.

Since a key signal is luminance only, the chrominance part of the
component digital key output is available for embedded Z (depth) data,
which is used by some processing devices for 3D keying. (The depth
signal is a 20-bit word at half the key sampling rate, which is
demultiplexed into two 10-bit words and placed in the chrominance part
of the key output, effectively making the digital key output a 4:2:0
signal.) The digital key output timing is coincident with the digital
program output and is not independently adjustable.

Component Output Module
Besides the digital outputs described above, this module provides one
component analog program output and one analog key output.

Component Analog Output
You can select several component analog output formats in the Output
Setup menu. These include RGB, SMPTE/EBU, Betacam®, and MII®

color difference levels (Y/R-Y/B-Y or YUV), including pedestal for the
525-line VTR formats. The Y/G output carries sync, or you can use the
separate sync output.

Analog Key Output
The analog key output format is identical to the format selected for the
component analog video (program) output. Key output timing follows
the video output timing. A key timing adjustment horizontally offsets
the key output relative to the video output; the range is +/- 1
microsecond. You can configure the key output with or without sync.

Video Connections  DVEOUS Technical Guide
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Composite Output Module 
Besides the digital outputs described above, this module provides two
composite analog program outputs and two analog key output.

Composite Analog Video Outputs
Two analog composite outputs provide either NTSC or PAL outputs, as
determined by the line standard switch and the reference signal, which
must be black burst (color black) at the selected line standard.

Analog Key Outputs
The analog key output format is identical to the format selected for the
component analog video (program) output. Key output timing follows
the program output timing. A key timing adjustment offsets the
horizontal timing of the key output relative to the video output, in the
range +/- 1 microsecond. You can configure the key output with or
without sync.

Composite Output Module Connections
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Channel Output Module 
The optional Channel Output modules let you use the video and key
output of each DVE board, upstream of the Combiner. There is one video
and one key output per module, and one module per DVE board. When
installed, these modules occupy the input slots normally used for  inputs
9 – 12, eliminating these slots for input modules.

These outputs are serial component digital format only. You can use full
10-bit, 8-bit with dynamic rounding, 8-bit with dithering, or 8-bit
cropped (truncated) resolution. Use the 8-bit modes when the channel
output feeds an 8-bit device, such as a D1-format VTR. Otherwise, use
the 10-bit setting for best image quality. The video outputs are unshaped
and unkeyed, and all channel output timing follows the system output
timing. As with the main digital key outputs, the chrominance part of
the channel key outputs are available for embedded Z (depth) data,
which is used by some processing devices for 3D keying.

Optional Channel Output Module Connections

Video Connections  DVEOUS Technical Guide
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Input Module Options
You can choose from five types of input modules : 

dual serial component digital

dual parallel component digital

10-bit component analog with key

8-bit dual component video

10-bit composite analog with key

DVEOUS comes standard with two of these modules, giving four system
inputs. It supports up to six modules, for a maximum of twelve inputs.

NOTE: The optional Channel Output modules occupy the
input slots normally used by inputs 9 – 12, limiting this
configuration to 8 inputs.

Except for the composite analog with key module, all inputs have a
timing window of 60 microseconds advanced to 120 microseconds
delayed from reference—less than 1H early to less than 2H late. The
video part of the composite analog module has a timing window of 120
microseconds advanced to 60 microseconds delayed from reference, or
less than 2H early to less than 1H late.

Dual Serial Component Digital 
The dual serial component digital input card provides two identical
inputs that can be used for video or key. Both 8- and 10-bit formats are
supported. Also, this input module has matte color generators that you
can substitute for the video inputs. The color generator lets you create a
full-field color matte and route it internally using DVEOUS’ crosspoint
matrix. Select video or the color matte in the Input Setup menu.

A dual color LED indicates the sync status for each input. The LED lights
green to indicate an input locked at the correct line rate, amber to indicate
an input unlocked or at the wrong line rate, or no LEDs to indicate no
serial data is present.

Dual Serial Component Digital Input Connections
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Dual Parallel Component Digital 
The dual parallel component digital input card provides two identical
inputs that can be used for video or key. Both 8- and 10-bit formats are
supported. Also, this input module has matte color generators that you
can substitute for the video inputs. With the color generator selected,
you can create a full-field color matte and route it internally using

DVEOUS’ crosspoint matrix. Select video or the color matte in the Input
Setup menu.

A dual color LED indicates the sync status for each input. The LED lights
green to indicate an input locked at the correct line rate, amber to indicate
an input unlocked or at the wrong line rate, or remains off indicating no
parallel Data is present.

10-Bit Component Analog with Key 
The 10-bit component analog with key module provides dedicated
non-looping video and key inputs. Supported video formats include
RGB and several Y/R-Y/B-Y color difference formats, including
SMPTE/EBU, Betacam®, and MII®. You can use the separate sync input
if sync on the green or luminance signal is not available. Sync on the key
input is also optional.

An LED indicates the sync status for each input. It lights green to indicate
an input locked at the correct line rate, amber to indicate an input
unlocked or at the wrong line rate, red to indicate that there is no sync
present at the input.

Dual Parallel Component Digital Connections

10-Bit Component Analog with Key Connections

Video Connections  DVEOUS Technical Guide
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8-Bit Dual Component Analog 
The 8-bit component analog module provides dedicated non-looping
video or key inputs. Supported video formats include RGB and several
Y/R-Y/B-Y color difference formats, including SMPTE/EBU,
Betacam®, and MII®. Sync must be present on the Y/G signal on the A
input. The B input can be slaved to the A if it is connected to a source
with no sync on Y/G.

An LED indicates the sync status for each input. It lights green to indicate
an input locked at the correct line rate, amber to indicate an input
unlocked or at the wrong line rate, red to indicate that there is no sync
present at the input.

Composite Analog with Key 
The composite analog with key input module supports both NTSC and
PAL formats. A high quality frame-based decoder converts the video
input from composite to component. A precision 10-bit analog-to-digital
conversion process converts both inputs to a digital signal. Sync on the
key input is not required as long as the key input is synchronous with
the video input. The key input only processes a key signal. Both the
connections are high-impedance looping inputs that require external
75-ohm terminations if the loop through is not used.

8-Bit Dual Component Analog Connections

Composite Analog with Key Connections
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Control Connections 
See the following pages for details of the control and power connectors
on the Main Chassis and control panels. Their functions, and their
pinouts are described.

Control Panel Cable

External Control Interface (switchers/editors)

Abekas Switchers using LINC Protocol

External Control Interface (switchers/editors)

DVEOUS Main Chassis and Control Panel Connections 
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C/P
This is a 15-pin female D subminiature connector that uses RS-422
communications. It also supplies +12VDC power for the Control Panels
located near the DVEOUS chassis. Control Panels requiring a cable
longer than 33 feet (10 meters) do not use this power. A Remote Power
supply is available for these long-run installations. See Using a Local
Control Panel Supply, later in this section  for more information on
powering the Control Panel. The RS-422 communications support cable
lengths of up to approximately 2000 feet (610 meters).  

NOTE: Pins 6 and 4 provide a second set of power and
return lines for the Control Panel. These are in addition to
those used (1 and 9) on other Abekas equipment. Their
purpose is to reduce line losses.

18

915

Control Panel Connector

Pin Function
1 +12VDC Power Supply (output)
2 +Receive Data (input)
3 + Transmit Data (output)
4 12VDC Power Supply Return
5 Not Used
6 +12V DC Power Supply (output)
7 -Transmit Data (output)
8 -Receive Data (input)
9 12VDC Power Supply Return
10 Not Used
11 Not Used
12 Chassis Ground
13 Not Used
14 Not Used
15 Not Used

Control Panel Connector Pinout
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AUX, LINC, and EDITOR
These are 9-pin female D subminiature connectors. You can configure
the editor and aux ports as slaves (default) or masters in the Remote
Enable menu. The EDITOR port provides serial control of DVEOUS on
an editor’s timeline. SMPTE and Sony editor protocols are supported,
as are peripheral (GVG E-MEM) and switcher Aux Bus control. The AUX
port provides the same serial remote protocol options as the Editor port.
The LINC port provides serial timeline control of DVEOUS by Abekas
digital video switchers using the LINC (Locally Integrated Network
Control) protocol. DVEOUS is configured as a LINC slave only. Since
this protocol uses a daisy chain interconnection, it must be terminated
only at the last device on the chain. Set the LINC Term switch off unless
this is the last (or only) device on the network.   

15

69

Aux, LINC, and Editor Connectors

Pin Function
1 Chassis Ground
2 -Transmit Data (output)
3 +Receive Data (input)
4 Signal Ground
5 Not Used
6 Signal Ground
7 +Transmit Data (output)
8 -Receive Data (input)
9 Chassis Ground

Aux, LINC, and Editor Connector Pinouts (Slave Mode)
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GPI In (General Purpose Interface Inputs)
This is a 25-pin female D subminiature connector you can use for a
switch closure-based remote interface. There are 12 user-assignable GPI
inputs, and each is configurable as either isolated closure or dry closure.
There is a default function assigned to each input.  

113

1425

GPI In Connector

Pin Function
1 Chassis Ground
14 -GPI 1 In 
2 +GPI 1 In 
15 -GPI 2 In 
3 +GPI 2 In 
16 -GPI 3 In 
4 +GPI 3 In 
17 -GPI 4 In 
5 +GPI 4 In 
18 -GPI 5 In
6 +GPI 5 In 
19 -GPI 6 In
7 +GPI 6 In 
20 -GPI 7 In
8 +GPI 7 In 
21 -GPI 8 In
9 +GPI 8 In 
22 -GPI 9 In
10 +GPI 9 In 
23 -GPI 10 In
11 +GPI 10 In 
24 -GPI 11 In
12 +GPI 11 In 
25 -GPI 12 In
13 +GPI 12 In 

GPI In Connector Pinout
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Selecting GPI Input Type
The GPI inputs can read either a simple contact closure or an external
voltage level between 5V and 24V. To choose between these two modes,
set the GPI Input Jumpers in one of the two configurations shown below.
You must make this selection for each of the 12 GPI inputs.

GPI INPUT JUMPER SETTINGS

CONTACT
CLOSURE

EXTERNAL
VOLTAGE
(5V . . 24V)

GPI Input Mode
selection jumpers

Jumper Placement Key

ADVE5100 Comms & GPI Interface
8800-0476-

GPI Output Optoisolators

GPI Input Optoisolators

Communications Board with GPI Input Jumpers

Control Connections DVEOUS Technical Guide
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GPI Inputs 
All GPI inputs work as switch closures through an opto-isolator. The
schematics below, show a dry contact and an external voltage interface.

Electrical Specifications

The following specifications are for the opto-isolator (device # H11L1)
used in DVEOUS.

INPUT LED MAXIMUM RATINGS

Reverse Voltage (VR): 6 V.

Continuous Forward Current (IF): 60 mA.

Peak Forward Current (300 µSec Pulse): 1.2 A.

Forward (Turn On) Voltage (VF): 1.5 V (1.2 V Typical).

Isolation Surge Voltage (Peak AC Voltage, 60Hz, 1 Second Duration):
7500 V.

+5 V
+5 V to
+24 V

Computer
Trigger

Jumper block configured for
Isolated inputs for external
voltage input circuitry

Jumpers

5100 Internal CircuitExternal Circuitry

1
Gnd

5

+5 V

Computer
Trigger

Jumper block configured for
dry contract inputs for internal
voltage source

Jumpers

5100 Internal CircuitExternal Circuitry

DRY GPI INPUTS

ISOLATED (External Voltage) GPI INPUTS

15

Typical GPI Input Circuit
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GPI Out (General Purpose Interface Outputs)
This is a 25-pin female D subminiature connector. It supplies tally
information and can be used for keyframe-based switch closure control
of an external device. The 12 GPI outputs are all programmable on a
keyframe-by-keyframe basis. Electrically, they are configured as
isolated closures.  

113

1425

GPI Out Connector

Pin Function
1 Chassis Ground
14 -GPI 1 Out
2 +GPI 1 Out
15 -GPI 2 Out
3 +GPI 2 Out
16 -GPI 3 Out
4 +GPI 3 Out
17 -GPI 4 Out
5 +GPI 4 Out
18 -GPI 5 Out
6 +GPI 5 Out
19 -GPI 6 Out
7 +GPI 6 Out
20 -GPI 7 Out
8 +GPI 7 Out
21 -GPI 8 Out
9 +GPI 8 Out
22 -GPI 9 Out
10 +GPI 9 Out
23 -GPI 10 Out
11 +GPI 10 Out
24 -GPI 11 Out
12 +GPI 11 Out
25 -GPI 12 Out
13 +GPI 12 Out

GPI Out Connector Pinout

Control Connections DVEOUS Technical Guide
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GPI Outputs 
All GPI outputs work as solid state opto-isolated switch closures.
Opto-isolators have limited drive current capability, so some form of
external drive interface is needed for applications that need greater
current than that supplied by the opto-isolator output. The schematic
below shows an example current driver circuit you can build. The
2N2222 general purpose transistor provides up to 650mW of drive.
Check all applicable data sheets for the external devices shown below
before building your current driver.

Electrical Specifications

The following specifications are for the opto-isolator (device # 4N33)
used in DVEOUS.

OUTPUT DETECTOR MAXIMUM RATINGS

Collector - Emitter Voltage (VCEO): 30 V.

Emitter - Collector Voltage (VECO): 5 V.

Collector Current - Continuous (IC): 150 mA.

Power Dissipation (PD): 150 mW.

Isolation Surge Voltage (Peak AC Voltage, 60Hz, 1 Second Duration):
7500 V.

Typical GPI Output Circuit

DVEOUS Technical Guide Control Connections 
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Control Panel Connections  
See the following pages for details of the Control Panel connectors, their
functions, and their pinouts.

Note: The termination should be in the down position for
single panel installations. For multiple panel installations,
terminate (switch in down position) the last panel in the
chain.

Keybd
This is a 5-pin female DIN connector for connecting an external PC-AT
compatible QWERTY keyboard. This keyboard can be used to name
effect files and add comments to them.  

DVEOUS Control Panel Rear Panel Connections

Pin Function
1 Clock
2 Data
3 No Connector
4 Ground
5 +5VDC

Keybd Connector Pinout

Keybd Connector

Control Panel Connections  DVEOUS Technical Guide
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Floppy
This is a 25-pin female D subminiature connector, used to connect the
optional 5100-FDD external floppy drive, P/N 9500-0204. This option is
used if you countersink the Control Panel or otherwise block access to
the built in floppy drive. Note that connecting an external floppy drive
does not deactivate the internal drive; both are active and usable.  

Pin Function
1 Read Data
2 PU
3 Write Enable
4 Write Data
5 Step
6 Index
7 Track 00
8 Write Protect
9 Head Load
10 Direction
11 PU
12 Drive Select 4
13 Not Used
14 Ground
15 Ground
16 Ground
17 Ground
18 Ground
19 Ground
20 VCC
21 VCC
22 VCC
23 Head Side
24 Drive Select 2
25 Disk Changed

Floppy Connector Pinout

113

1425

Floppy Connector
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Mouse
Use this 9-pin male D subminiature connector to connect a serial
3-button mouse.  

NOTE: This connector is not currently supported.

15

69

Mouse Connector

Pin Function
1 Not Used
2 Receive Data (input)
3 Transmit Data (output)
4 DTR (output)
5 Chassis Ground
6 DSR (input)
7 RTS (output)
8 CTS (input)
9 Not Used

Mouse Connector Pinouts

Control Panel Connections  DVEOUS Technical Guide
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Shot Box and Chassis
These are 9-pin female D subminiature connectors on the DVEOUS
Control Panel, both wired as shown below. Use the Shot Box connector
to connect the optional Shot Box Control Panel. The main Control Panel
supplies power to the Shot Box through this connector. In some cases
this may excessively load the power source, requiring a local power
supply (see Shot Box Control Panel Connection, later in this section). 

Use the Chassis connector to connect to the DVEOUS Main Chassis.
When using the standard Control Panel and a cable length of 33 feet (10
meters) or less, this port also provides the +12VDC power (see
Connecting Control Panels, later in this section).  

NOTE: Pins with the same name (1 and 6, 4 and 9) are tied
together in the Control Panel chassis. Double pins are
provided to reduce voltage losses with small gauge wire or
long cable lengths. With heavier wire, you need use only
one pin of each pair. Do not connect pin 5 (Chassis Ground)
to pins 4 or 9 (12VDC Return).

15

69

Shot Box and Chassis Connectors

Pin Function
1 +12VDC Power Supply (input)
2 +Transmit Data (output)
3 +Receive Data (input)
4 12VDC Power Supply Return
5 Chassis Ground
6 +12VDC Power Supply (input)
7 -Receive Data (input)
8 -Transmit Data (output)
9 12VDC Power Supply Return

Shot Box and Chassis Connector Pinout

DVEOUS Technical Guide Control Panel Connections  
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Loop Thru
Use this 9-pin female D subminiature connector to connect an additional
Control Panel. The power is not supplied to this connector, only the
communications lines. Each additional Control Panel must use the
optional 5100-CPPS Control Panel power supply, part number
2800-0063. See Using a Local Control Panel Supply, later in this section.
 

15

69

Loop Thru Connector

Pin Function
1 Not Used
2 +Transmit Data (output)
3 +Receive Data (input)
4 Signal Ground
5 Chassis Ground
6 Not Used
7 -Receive Data (input)
8 -Transmit Data (output)
9 Signal Ground

Loop Thru Connector Pinout

Control Panel Connections  DVEOUS Technical Guide
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Power
This 5-pin female DIN connector accepts Control Panel power from the
5100-CPPS Control Panel remote power supply, P/N 2800-0063, and is
used when the DVEOUS Main Chassis is located more than 33 feet (10
meters) from the Control Panel. See Using a Local Control Panel Supply,
later in this section, for information on locally powering the Control
Panel.  

Caution: this is a power input. Do not mistake it for the
Keyboard 5-pin DIN.

NOTE: Pins with the same name (2 and 4, 3 and 5) are tied
together in the Control Panel chassis. Double pins are
provided to reduce voltage losses with small gauge wire or
long cable lengths. With heavier wire, you need use only
one pin of each pair. Do not connect pin 1 (Shield) to pins
2 or 4 (Ground).

Power Connector

Pin Function
1 Shield
2 Ground
3 +12VDC
4 Ground
5 +12VDC

Power Connector Pinout
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Connecting Control Panels
Scitex supplies a 33-foot (10-meter) cable for connecting a Control Panel
to the DVEOUS Main Chassis. This cable carries RS-422 communications
between the Control Panel and Main Chassis, and +12VDC power to the
Control Panel. The wiring of this cable  is NOT standard RS-422 (see the
pinout).  It has a 15-pin male D connector on the Chassis end and a 9-pin
male D connector on the Control Panel end (Part number 9000-0204-01).

Instead of using a Scitex-supplied cable, you can construct a custom
cable. There are two things to keep in mind:

The Main Chassis 12VDC power supply can drive a Control Panel up
to 33 feet (10 meters) away. Longer distances require a local power
supply at the Control Panel location (Option 5100-CPPS).

The RS-422 communications have a cable length limit of 2000 feet (610
meters).

Longer, non-power carrying cables available from Scitex are:
50ft. (15 meters) – #9000-0206-01;  100 ft. (30 meters) – #9000-0207-01;  
150 ft. (45 meters) – #9000-0208-01.

Control Panel Cable
with power

9 black
4 black
8 black
3 red
7 black
2 white
6 blue
1 green

5 shield

DB 9
Plug

9 black
1 green

8 black

4 black
12 shield

3 red

7 black

6 blue

2 white

DB 15
Plug

Belden 8304

red/black Pair #1

blue/black Pair #3

white/black Pair #2

Pair #1 red/black

Pair #2 white/black

red/black Pair #4Pair #4 white/black

Pair #3 blue/black

Belden 8303

red/black Pair #1

blue/black Pair #3

white/black Pair #2

Pair #1 red/black

Pair #2 white/black

Pair #3 blue/black
9 black
4 blue
8 black
3 red
7 black
2 white

5 shield

DB 9
Plug

9 black

8 black

4 blue
12 shield

3 red

7 black

2 white

DB 15
Plug

Control Panel Cable
without power

Main Control Panel Cables with Overall Shield
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The cable should be 22 gauge with twisted-pair conductors. An
overall-shield cable or a cable with individual screened pairs with a
shield can be used. Both types are illustrated. Also, both power carrying
and non-power carrying cables are shown.

NOTE: Pins 13 and 4 provide a second set of power and
return lines for the Control Panel. These are in addition to
those used (1 and 9) on other Abekas equipment. Their
purpose is to reduce line losses.

NOTE: The termination switch should be in the down
position for single panel installations. For multiple panel
installations, terminate (switch in down position) the last
panel in the chain.

Control Panel Cable
without power

Control Panel Cable
with power

Control Panel
Pin

1
2
3
4

N/A
6
7
8
9

N/A
N/A
5

N/A
N/A
N/A

Chassis
Pin

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Function

+24V Power Supply
+Receive Data
+Transmit Data
Circuit Ground

Not Used
Reserved

-Transmit Data
-Receive Data

24V Return
Not Used
Not Used

Chassis Ground
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used

9 screen
4 screen
8 black
3 red
7 black
2 white

5 shield

DB 9
Plug

9 screen

8 black

4 screen
12 shield

3 red

7 black

2 white

DB 15
Plug

9 screen
4 screen
8 black
3 red
7 black
2 white
6 blue
1 black

5 shield/screen

DB 9
Plug

9 screen

8 black

4 screen
12 screen/shield

3 red

7 black

6 blue

2 white

1 black

DB 15

Plug

red/black Pair #1

blue/black Pair #3

white/black Pair #2Pair #1 red/black

Pair #2 white/black

Pair #3 blue/black

red/black Pair #1

white/black Pair #2Pair #1 red/black

Pair #2 white/black

Main Control Panel Cables with Screened Pairs
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Shot Box Control Panel Connection
The Shot Box live-effects control panel uses a cable with a male 9-pin D
connector on the Main Control Panel end (female mating connector
shown earlier) and an RJ45 connector on the Shot Box side. This cable
carries RS422 data and adequate power for a maximum run of 33 feet
(10 meters). Longer runs require a local control panel supply to be
located at the Shot Box site and connected to the 5-pin remote power
connector shown below (see Using a Local Control Panel Supply,
following in this section). The RS-422 communications have a cable
length limit of 2000 feet (610 meters).

8    -   grey      -    9
7    -   blue      -    4
6    -   yellow   -    8
5    -   green -    3
4    -   red        -    7
3    -   black     -    2
2    -   orange -    6
1    -   white     -    1

RJ45
Pin

DB 9
Pin

Wire
Color

Main Control Panel to Shot Box Cable
Part Number 9000-0627-00

8

1

8 - grey
7 - blue
6 - yellow
5 - green
4 - red
3 - black
2 - orange
1 - white

9

1

4 blue
9 grey

8 yellow
3 green
7 red
2 black
6 orange
1 white

DB 9
Plug

RJ45
Plug

Layer 1
5

4
3

2
1

Shot Box Connections
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Using a Local Control Panel Supply
When using the Keyboard port to connect to the Control Panel, the
DVEOUS Main Chassis supplies 12VDC to power it. This is sufficient
for cable runs of up to 33 feet (10 meters). Longer cable runs require the
Abekas 5100-CPPS Control Panel power supply, P/N 2800-0063, which
has the connector needed to plug into the rear of the Control Panel. This
supply is also used for remote power for the Shot Box live-effects control
panel. It auto-senses for input voltages from 90 - 250 VAC and 47 - 63
Hz.

Because of possible damage to the Control Panel electronics, we strongly
discourage using a local supply other than one from Scitex. If you
connect your own supply to the Control Panel, you must use a 12VDC
2.5 amp supply.

NOTE: Unlike some other Abekas equipment, the Control
Panel uses the input voltage directly. Do not connect a
supply greater than 12VDC. There is no internal regulator.

The connector used is a 5-pin male DIN type. The connector pinout is as
follows:  

NOTE: Pins with the same name (2 and 4, 3 and 5) are tied
together in the Control Panel chassis. Double pins are
provided to reduce voltage losses with small gauge wire or
long cable lengths. With heavier wire, you need use only
one pin of each pair. Do not connect pin 1 (Shield) to pins
2 or 4 (Ground).

Local Power Connector

Pin Function
1 Shield
2 Ground
3 +12VDC
4 Ground
5 +12VDC

Local Power Connector Pinout
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Section 3

System Overview
DVEOUS Main Chassis

The DVEOUS Main Chassis holds the primary circuit boards and the
input and output cards.

Note: Do not insert or remove boards or modules when
chassis is powered.

The Primary Circuit Boards
The primary circuit boards are the Combiner Controller, in the bottom
slot, the DVE 1 board, in the top slot, and the optional DVE 2 board, in
the middle slot. In a system equipped with two DVE boards, the two
boards are identical and interchangeable.

The boards are accessible from the front of the chassis. To access the
boards, first remove the front cover and the RFI metal grate.

Removing the Main Chassis Front Cover
Besides protecting the boards inside, the Main Chassis front cover filters
the incoming cooling air. The cover has two parts: the main cover and
the smaller LED bezel. There are two LEDs visible with the covers in
place: the left one indicates that chassis power is on, and the right one
indicates that the main CPU is running.

You can separate the LED bezel from the main cover by grasping it and
pulling forward. This lets you see the LEDs on the primary circuit boards
without removing the main front cover.

Remove the main cover by grasping it on either end and pulling it
toward you. An integral connector disconnects power to the LEDs in the
bezel. Remove the cover to access the primary circuit boards and the
power switch.

DVEOUS Technical Guide DVEOUS Main Chassis
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To remove the RFI metal grate refer to the following illustration and
remove the three Phillips head screws along the bottom edge. Then
loosen the two slide locks and slide them in towards the center of the
grate. Remove the  grate.

NOTE: The RFI grate restricts radio frequency interference
and is used to support the boards in shipping and travel.
This screen must be in place for remote vehicle
installations.  Reinstall the grate before replacing the front
cover.

Removing the RFI Grate

DVEOUS Main Chassis DVEOUS Technical Guide
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Board Edge Switches and LEDs
The primary circuit boards have front edge LEDs and switches that
indicate DVEOUS’ status. In general, the LED color convention is:

Green LEDs are normally on, and indicate a power problem when off.

Red LED is normally off, and when on, indicates the CPU is in Reset
mode.

Amber LEDs indicate communication activity.

Combiner Board
The front edge of the Combiner board has LEDs that reflect control I/O
activity and power supply status. An 8-section DIP switch controls
several DVEOUS functions, including updating the software and
erasing the battery backed memory (known as a "first birthday"). See the
discussions on performing a first birthday and updating system
software later in this section.

Press the pushbutton reset switch to reset the entire system, including
the DVE board(s). The 525/625 line standard switch is also located on
the front edge. 

Combiner Board Front Edge
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DVE Board
The three green LEDs at the front edge of the DVE board indicate that
the DVE processors are active. They normally flash at a field rate, and
appear to be on steadily. Not all of the green LEDs are necessarily
operative, this varies with software versions. A red LED lights to indicate
that the DVE processor is in Reset mode.

Press the pushbutton reset switch to reset the DVE board without
affecting the rest of the system. 

DVE Board Front Edge
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Primary Board Jumpers and Modules
Each primary board has several jumpers and plug in modules. See
Section 4 – Option Installation for information on installing optional
modules.

Some modules are small printed circuit boards that install parallel to the
primary board, and attach with standoffs and Phillips screws. Others
are SIMMs (Single In-Line Memory Modules), and plug in
perpendicular to the primary board.

See the instruction sheet in the introductory material at the front of this
manual for details on using the insertion/extraction tool for removing
and installing primary circuit boards. The tool provides more controlled
leverage for removing and seating the board than is possible by hand
insertion or extraction.

NOTE: Always observe proper anti-static procedures
when handling circuit boards and electronic components.
Failing to do so can lead to permanent damage. Do not
insert or remove boards or modules when chassis is
powered.

Caution: There are components on both sides of most
printed circuit boards in DVEOUS.  They can be damaged
if the boards are not carefully handled.

When removing and installing the plug in modules, always place the
primary circuit board on an anti-static flat, smooth surface. This
provides support to counter the pressure used to push the modules into
their sockets and prevents the board from flexing and possibly causing
damage.
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Combiner Board
NOTE: Before powering up the system, make sure all
boards are seated properly by using the Scitex-supplied
insertion/extraction tool.

The following option boards plug into the Combiner board: Defocus,
Target Framestore, the reTouch Color Corrector, and Expanded
Keyframe Memory. See Section 4 – Option Installation for information
on installing these options.

There are five 72-pin SIMM sockets on the Combiner board.

SM8A1 Extended Battery Backed RAM Option
This optional SIMM doubles the memory available for storing effects
on-line, and is battery protected. It is identical to the SIMM in socket
SM8A2.

SM8A2 Battery Backed RAM
This is the standard effects memory SIMM for the on-line effects. It is
battery protected.

SM8A3 Main RAM Bank 2
This is the second of two SIMMs that supply the RAM for the main
CPU.

SM8A4 Main RAM Bank 1
This is the first of two SIMMs that supply the RAM for the main CPU.

SM8A5 Flash PROM
This flash PROM holds the DVEOUS operating software. It is
rewritten when you perform a software update.

There are four jumpers on the Combiner board. Their positions are
factory set and should not be changed for normal operations.

JP6C1 HLC CDIS
This jumper is for factory test and should be left open.

JP8F1 COMM CDIS
This jumper is for factory test and should be left open.

JP8E1 COMM EMUL
This jumper is for factory test and should be left open.

JP7B1 BATT
This jumper connects the battery to the effects memory, and should
always be left in place. You can pull it to perform a first birthday,
which erases the effects memory SIMMs. Use the front edge mounted
switch position 7 to perform a normal first birthday. See the
information on performing a first birthday later in this section.

There are two debug ports on the front edge of the board: JP3A1 is for
the main CPU; JP3A2 is for the comms CPU. These are for factory use
only.
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Combiner Board Locations
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DVE Board
The DVE board has one large module and several SIMMs that plug into
it.

The Address Generator module plugs into two sockets: J8F1 (120 pin)
and J4D1 (160 pin). It provides the main transform address generation,
warp address generation, and the light source and texture functions.

NOTE: Use extra care when installing and removing the
Address Generator board from the DVE board. Provide
sturdy support for the back of the DVE board to prevent it
from flexing.

There are three sockets for the DSP (Digital Signal Processor) circuitry
memory SIMMs:

SM8F1 DSP Data RAM

SM8F2 DSP Program RAM

SM8F3 DSP Program ROM

There are eight Filter Coefficient #1 SIMMs. They are identical, although
some are used for horizontal processing and some for vertical:

SM3E4 A channel Y horizontal filter

SM3E2 A channel Y vertical filter

SM3E1 A channel C horizontal filter

SM2E3 A channel C vertical filter

SM2E2 B channel Y/Key horizontal filter

SM1E4 B channel Y/Key vertical filter

SM1E3 B channel C/Shadow horizontal filter

SM1E1 B channel C/Shadow vertical filter

There are four Delay SIMMs. They are identical, and support a video or
key component path:

SM3E3 A channel Y delay

SM2E4 A channel C delay

SM2E1 B channel Y/Key delay

SM1E2 B channel C/Shadow delay
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There are four Interpolator Coefficient #2 SIMMs. They are identical, and
support a video or key component path.

SM8B4 A channel Y interpolator

SM8B3 A channel C interpolator

SM8B2 B channel Y/Key interpolator

SM8B1 B channel C/Shadow interpolator

There are eight Transform Framestore SIMMs. They are identical, and
are divided into four banks. Each provides a fieldstore function.

Field A SM7A2 and SM7A1

Field B SM6A3 and SM6A2

Field C SM6A1 and SM5A2

Field D SM5A1 and SM4A1

There are four jumpers on the DVE board. Their positions are factory set
and should not be changed for normal operations.

JP8F1
Jumper across pins 1 and 2 for normal operation. The 2 to 3 setting is
for factory use only.

JP8E1
Jumper across pins 5 to 6 and 7 to 8 for normal operation. The other
settings are for factory use only.

JP8E2
Leave all positions open. This is a debug port for factory use only.

JP8E3
Leave all positions open. This is for factory use only.
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Rear Module Jumpers
The Component Output, Comms, and optional 10-bit Component
Analog plus Key modules each have user configurable jumper settings,
as described below. The Composite Output module has no user
configurable jumpers.

Component Output Module
Use jumper JP1 on the Component Output module, located near the
center of the board, to select the level for DVEOUS’ reference input. Short
pins 1 and 2 together to select black burst/color black, nominally at
300mV p-p when terminated in 75 ohms. Short pins 2 and 3 together to
select composite syncs, nominally 2V or 4V p-p when terminated in 75
ohms.

Comms Module
DVEOUS GPI inputs support two modes of operation. One mode, called
the "dry closure" method, supplies a +5VDC pull-up voltage to the input,
and requires only an external contact closure to trigger the GPI. The other
mode, called the "isolated" method, prevents DVEOUS’ power supply
from being connected to any external equipment, but requires an
external DC pull-up voltage to turn on the GPI input opto-isolators.
(DVEOUS’ GPI Outputs [GPOs] support only the "isolated" method,
requiring an external pull-up voltage.)

There are 12 sets of jumpers on the Comms module that let you select
the modes for each GPI input. JP1 corresponds to GPI input 1, JP2
corresponds to GPI input 2, and so on. The last one, JP12, corresponds
to GPI input 12.

To select the "dry closure" method, short pin 1 to pin 2 and pin 3 to pin
4 on the jumper for the GPI input. To select the "isolated" method, short
pin 2 to pin 3 and pin 4 to pin 5 for the GPI input. (See Section 2, GPI In
and GPI Out, for more detailed information.)
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10-Bit Component Analog Plus Key Module
The optional Component Analog plus Key input module supports one
dedicated component video input and one dedicated key input. Sync is
expected on the Y/G component of the video signal, and on the key
signal. However, if you need to input a video signal that does not have
sync, the module has a separate sync input for this purpose.

There are three jumpers on this module for selecting of Y/G sync or
separate sync, for terminating or un-terminating the separate sync
signal, and for selecting the level of sync on the key signal. The following
table describes the functions and settings for each jumper.

Jumper Function Pin Connections
JP1 Selects level of

the sync on key
input

1-2 = 300mV sync (default)
2-3 = composite sync

JP2 Selects sync on
video or separate
sync

1-2 = video sync (default)
2-3 = separate sync

JP3 Terminates or
un-terminates the
separate sync
input

1-2 = 75-ohm term (default)
2-3 = hi-z termination
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Powering Up DVEOUS
This section assumes that your DVEOUS system is properly installed. 

Power up DVEOUS as follows:
STEP 1: The main power switch is located behind the front cover on

the lower right side of the Signal Chassis front. Remove the
front panel push the switch toward the "1" to turn it on. The
Signal Chassis takes a few seconds to load its operating
software. Then it is ready for use.

When you power up DVEOUS, channel 1A appears full size at the video
output, with input 1 as its source video. The key output is a full-raster
white field that duplicates the size of the transformed source video. You
can change this default by reconfiguring the channels, as described in
the Operations Manual.
STEP 2: If the cable connecting the Signal Chassis to the Control Panel

is less than 33 ft. (10 meters), the Control Panel gets  its power
from the Signal Chassis, and boots up at the same time as the
Signal Chassis.

If the Control Panel cable is more than 33 ft. (10 meters) long,
you need an external power supply for proper operation. The
external supply (Abekas P/N 2800-0063) DIN connector
plugs into the Control Panel connector labeled "POWER."
The external supply AC cord then plugs into a standard AC
socket to power the Control Panel. (The external power
supply is auto-ranging, accommodating 115 or 230 VAC at 50
or 60 Hz.) The Control Panel takes about five seconds to load
its operating software, then is ready for use.

STEP 3: When both the Signal Chassis and Control Panel are powered
up and running, the local 3D Trans menu appears in the
Control Panel display.

NOTE: If the Signal Chassis and Control Panel are not
communicating, the menu display remains blank or states
that communication is lost. If this is the case, check the
cable connection at both the Control Panel and the Chassis.
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STEP 4: If a single Control Panel is connected to the Signal Chassis,
its ACQUIRE button LED lights automatically. If there is
more than one Control Panel connected, the first Control
Panel to communicate with the Signal Chassis has control of
the system, and its ACQUIRE button LED lights. To use
another Control Panel, hold the lit ACQUIRE button on the
active Control Panel and press the Chassis menu softkey to
release control and turn off its LED. Then press the ACQUIRE
button on the Control Panel you want to use.

DVEOUS is now ready to use. 

Powering Up DVEOUS DVEOUS Technical Guide
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Performing a First Birthday
Use position 7 on the Combiner board front edge DIP switch to erase all
user effects and setups from battery protected memory. 

NOTE:  Before performing a first birthday,  save on a
diskette any effects and setups that you want to keep.

Perform a first birthday as follows:
STEP 1: Move segment 7 on the Combiner board DIP switch to the

down position.

STEP 2: Press the master reset button on the front of the Combiner
board.

IMPORTANT: Return DIP switch segment 7 to its original
upright position. If you do not, upon reboot you will
perform another first birthday.

Combiner Board Dip Switches
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Updating Software
DVEOUS ships with the current software as installed at the factory. A
3.5" floppy disk that contains the software also ships with DVEOUS.
Software releases are sent on floppy disks, and are accompanied by
written instructions. Unless directed otherwise in the release notes,
follow this procedure for updating software.

WARNING: Updating the software in the
DVEOUS and BRUTUS Configuration chassis
automatically clears the battery-backed RAM,
erasing all engineering setups and effect
registers. Save setups and effects to disk using
the Control Panel floppy disk drive. Version
2.04 and later software provides improved
floppy disk error detection in the Control
Panel. You can update Control Panel software
before saving setups and effects without
harming memory in any way.

Update or restore the system software as follows:
STEP 1: Save any effects and engineering setups to a diskette before

executing software updates. See the DVEOUS Operations
manual for details about saving and recalling setup and effect
files to disk.

STEP 2: Remove the diskette containing setup and effect files and
insert the new Control Panel software into the Control Panel
drive.

STEP 3: Press and hold the red GLOBAL  button and the three
buttons along the bottom row of the numeric keypad (+/-, 0,
and . ) simultaneously to reboot the Control Panel.
Alternatively, in the Engineering menu, under Setup,  you
can select Panel and then press the Update Software softkey.

STEP 4: When the Control Panel reboots, you have about 5 seconds
to press the B button (in the numeric keypad) to load the new
software (otherwise the existing software will run). The
Control Panel software will load from diskette. This takes
about three minutes. When it is finished, remove the diskette
from the drive to reboot the panel.
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STEP 5: There are two ways to update the chassis—through the
Engineering menu or by doing a hard update using a system
dipswitch. If the system is running and communicating with
the Control Panel, go into the ENG menu, use the Setup
softkey to select Chassis and press the Update Software
softkey. 

Otherwise, power down the chassis. Locate the DIP switch at
the front of the Combiner board and set switch 8 (the segment
on the right side) to the down position. Power up the chassis.
It will automatically execute the software loading routine
without any further input. This takes about 15 minutes.

STEP 6: When the chassis software update routine is finished, turn off
the chassis, set DIP switch 8 up, and power up the chassis.
When the control Panel menu prompts, press the A button to
boot from the internal flash EEPROM, or just allow the
Control Panel to time out and boot from the flash EEPROM.
The system will now run the new software. To verify this,
press the ENG button to display all operating versions. The
listing at the center of the menu display should show the
current software version for the Control Panel, Combiner,
and DVE boards.

STEP 7: To perform software upgrades for BRUTUS (three chassis)
configurations, you can update only one of the three chassis
at a time. Connect the Control Panel to each chassis in turn to
load the chassis software. If this is not feasible, a less desirable
method is to remove the Combiner board assembly from each
chassis and install them one at a time in the Combiner chassis
to perform the update there. However, this method increases
the risk of damaging boards due to handling.

IMPORTANT NOTE: If, after following this procedure,
the Control Panel menu screen remains blank, press and
hold the ACQUIRE button. When the Chassis softkey
appears, toggle it to highlighted (white letters on dark
background). If the chassis was unacquired for any reason,
this should restore communications between the Control
Panel and Chassis.
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If you find you must press the ACQUIRE button after every
reboot, the Control Panel memory was saved with ACQUIRE
disabled. Acquire the chassis, then press the ENG button to
enter the Engineering menu. Press any other menu button to
exit this menu. The act of exiting the Engineering menu forces
the ACQUIRE status to be resaved in its current state.
Subsequent reboots of the system will automatically acquire
the chassis.
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Power Supply Replacement
The DVEOUS Main Chassis power supply is configured so that you can
remove it from the front without removing the chassis from the rack.
The power supply is attached to a tray that also holds the power switch
and the main power distribution tie bar. If the power supply fails,
exchange the entire tray to ensure proper connections.

NOTE: Observe proper anti-static procedures when
handling circuit boards, integrated circuits, and other
electronic assemblies.

STEP 1: Disconnect the AC power from the rear of the chassis and
remove the chassis from its equipment rack.

STEP 2: Remove the main front cover and RFI grate from the front of
the chassis (described at the beginning of this section). Then
remove the chassis top.

STEP 3: Remove the primary circuit boards from the chassis and place
them on a suitable static free surface. Use the special
extraction/ insertion tool as described in the front of this
manual.

STEP 4: There are two white multipin connectors that connect the
power tray output to the motherboard. Disconnect them by
reaching in and squeezing their sides while pulling toward
you.

Remove top retaining screws - 15 places

DVEOUS chassis

Removing the Chassis Top
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STEP 5: Disconnect the AC harness 3-pin connector.

STEP 6: Remove the two Phillips head screws that secure the tray at
the front of the chassis.

STEP 7: Remove the tray by first pushing it back about one half of an
inch, then lifting it up and pulling it out through the front of
the chassis.

Install the power supply by reversing the above steps. Be sure to use the
insertion tool to seat all the  boards properly.

Power Supply Tray Top View

Main Chassis Front View
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Chassis Power Supply Adjustment
The DVEOUS chassis power supply (Todd NMX-754-1205) is factory-set
for your system configuration. If you change your system components
or suspect power supply performance is not correct, you can perform
the following adjustment procedure.

CAUTION: Power supply adjustment should be
performed by a qualified technician.

STEP 1: Power down the DVEOUS chassis. Use the Scitex-supplied
board extractor tool to carefully remove the DVE and
Combiner boards from the chassis and place them on a
static-free surface. Leave the input and output modules in
place.

STEP 2: Remove the chassis top by removing the 15 retaining screws
shown below.

Remove top retaining screws - 15 places

DVEOUS chassis

Removing the Chassis Top

DVEOUS Technical Guide Chassis Power Supply Adjustment
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STEP 3: Carefully connect a digital volt meter to the appropriate pin
on one of the input module backplane connectors as shown
below. USE CAUTION TO NOT SHORT THE PINS. All
measurements are taken on row D (the outside row) of the
connector on pins 9, 5, and 11. 

Note: The measured voltages are without the main boards
installed.

STEP 4: Replace the chassis top and DVE and Combiner boards.
Re-power the chassis.

  

Input Module Backplane
Connector

Measurements:
+5V nom., D9 = +5.25V
-5V nom., D5 = -5.30V

+12V nom., D11 = +12.10V

DVEOUS chassis top view

Power
Supply

+5 V adjust
R55

-5 V adjust
R10

+12 V adjust
R19

Three Voltage Adjust
Trim-Pots

Row: D C B A

Pin 12

Pin 1

Measuring and Adjusting the Power Supply
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Section 4

Option Installation
Overview

This section covers identifying and installing DVEOUS options and
subassemblies. At the end of this section you will find instructions for
installing the BRUTUS configuration option that doubles the number of
channels offered in the standard DVEOUS. 

Your unit was configured at the factory, but you may upgrade it later,
or you may need to identify installed options. Some option subboards
plug into the Combiner Controller board with standoff supports. Others
are SIMM type (Single In-Line Memory Module) plug-ins. Still others
plug into the rear of the Main Chassis. The figure on the following page
shows the primary board locations in the Main Chassis. Remove the
integral front cover/air filter to access the primary boards.

Use the Scitex-supplied tool to extract primary boards from the chassis.
Lay the board on a clean, static free, grounded work surface.

NOTE: See the instructions at the front of this manual.
Always power down the Main Chassis before removing or
inserting boards or modules. Observe all static electricity
precautions you would normally follow when handling
static sensitive electronic components. Handling primary
boards or subboards casually may cause failure.

DVEOUS Technical Guide Overview
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Signal Chassis Major Components
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Option Identification
The following pages have drawings and discussions of the option
boards. To identify the options installed in your DVEOUS, see the
figures and the following discussions.

Second DVE Channel Pair
The DVEOUS Main Chassis supports two full DVE boards; each board
has two DVE channels. The second DVE board, if present, is installed in
the second board slot, below the standard DVE board and above the
Combiner Controller board. The two DVE boards are identical and
interchangeable.

Target Framestore
The Target Framestore option subboard is installed on the 160-pin
connector (location J6F1) at the rear center of the Combiner Controller
board. This option provides two framestores, one for video and one for
key, which you can use for trail, smear, sparkle, reveal, and compositing
effects. You can route the combined output of either DVE board, or the
combined outputs of both DVE boards, to the Target Framestore. There
is only one Target Framestore option per unit, whether the unit has one
DVE board or two.

Wide Range Defocus
The wide range Defocus option subboard is installed on the 120-pin
connector (location J3B1) at the right front corner of the Combiner
Controller board. This option provides two independent channels of
horizontal and vertical filtering, for both luminance and chrominance.
This lets you apply a lot of blurring or softening to any video available
as an input to the internal crosspoint matrix (i.e., all external inputs, the
SuperMatte generator, and the Pattern Framestore). There is only one
dual wide range Defocus option per unit, whether the unit has one DVE
board or two.

NOTE: This option is different from the blur function in
the Input menu, which uses the normal bandwidth
filtering for blurring input video, and is standard for all
DVE channels.

DVEOUS Technical Guide Option Identification
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DVEOUS Combiner Board - Option Locations
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Color Corrector
Either a Color Corrector Bypass subboard or the Color Corrector
subboard is required and is factory installed on the 160-pin connector
(location J1E1) at the right rear corner of the Combiner Controller board.
The Color Corrector Bypass subboard completes the input video signal
paths to the four DVE channels, allowing DVEOUS to function without
color correction. This board is virtually devoid of parts. The Color
Corrector subboard, however, is fully populated and allows
independent wide range color correction of all DVE channel video
inputs. In either case, one or the other subboard must be installed to
route video to each DVE channel video input.

Extended Memory
The Extended Memory option is a SIMM board installed in a 72-pin
SIMM socket (location SM8A1) near the left front corner of the Combiner
Controller board. This option increases keyframe memory storage from
approximately 900 to approximately 2200. This SIMM socket is empty if
the Extended Memory option is not installed.

Main Output Modules (Component/ Composite)
Either a component or composite output module is required and is
factory installed at the rear of the signal chassis.

The Component Output module has two serial component digital
program (main video) outputs, two serial component digital key
outputs, a component analog program output (user configurable for
several different component formats) with separate composite sync, and
an analog key output. It also provides a looping reference input with
switchable 75-ohm termination. 

Component Output Module
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The Composite Output module has two serial component digital
program (main video) outputs, two serial component digital key
outputs, two composite analog program outputs (which automatically
output NTSC or PAL according to the reference input and selected line
standard), and two analog key outputs. It also provides a looping
reference input with switchable 75-ohm termination. 

Channel Output Modules 
The optional Channel Output modules are installed at the rear of the
signal chassis in input slots 9/10 and/or 11/12. These modules provide
serial component digital video and key outputs for each channel pair
(one pair per DVE board) installed in the unit. The outputs are the
combined outputs of each DVE pair (video and key of each pair). The
video outputs are unshaped and not keyed over a background: they are
intended as fill and key sources for a keyer, and not for use as direct
sources.

The Channel Output module installed in input slot 9/10 provides the
DVE board 1 outputs (channels 1A and 1B), and the module installed in
input slot 11/12 provides the DVE board 2 outputs (channels 2A and
2B).

Composite Output Module

Channel Output Module
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Input Modules 
There are five Input modules currently available: Dual Serial Digital,
Dual Parallel Digital, Dual Component Analog, Component Video +
Key, and Composite Video + Key. Each includes two inputs per board.
The digital Input modules include a color field (matte) generator for each
input, which you can use instead of the connected input signal. The Dual
Component Analog module accommodates RGB or Y/R-Y/B-Y (at
SMPTE/EBU N10, Betacam®, or MII® levels), monochrome key signals,
or internal composite sync for video sources without sync on G or Y. The
Component Video + Key module supports one video input in any of the
above formats, plus one analog key input, both sampled at 10-bit
resolution, plus an internal composite sync input if needed. The
Composite Analog + Key module supports one composite video input
(either NTSC or PAL, depending on the line standard selected on the
Combiner board), plus one analog key input, both sampled at 10-bit
resolution. These two inputs also include a high-impedance loop
through for connection to other equipment. Terminate this into 75 ohms
if not used.

There are six input module slots at the rear of the signal chassis, labeled
1/2, 3/4, etc. The two lowest input slots are labeled 9/10 and 11/12.
These slots can be used either for inputs 9 – 12 or for the Channel Output
module(s). Since these slots can each be used for only one module at a
time, you can have a maximum of 12 inputs without the Channel
Output(s), or a maximum of eight or ten inputs with the Channel
Output(s) installed.

Back Panel Connections

DVEOUS Technical Guide Option Identification
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You can install any version of Input module in any slot. Blank cover
plates must cover unused slots.

WARNING: It is important that any unused
slot have a blank plate installed for proper
cooling air flow inside the Main Chassis. High
heat levels inside the chassis can result if the
intended cooling air flow is bypassed.

Shot Box
The Shot Box option is a separate small control panel that duplicates the
buttons in the On-Air section of the main Control Panel. It is intended
for use in on-air and live situations for recalling prebuilt effects and
running them, and to freeze or unfreeze any DVE channel input. The
Shot Box connects to the main Control Panel with a cable that supplies
both power and communications.

Option Identification DVEOUS Technical Guide
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Option Installation
Second DVE Channel Pair
Before proceeding, ensure that you have one DVE Main board assembly,
Scitex P/N 9400-0656.

STEP 1: Power down the Main Chassis. Remove the integral front
cover/air filter by grasping it at the lower edges and pulling
forward and down.

STEP 2: Loosen the slide locks and remove the three Phillips head
screws along the bottom of the RFI grate. Pull the bottom of
the grate forward and down to remove it. (See Section 3 for
details.)

STEP 3: Slide the second DVE board assembly into the middle
(empty) primary board slot, applying gentle pressure when
the board reaches the motherboard assembly. DO NOT
FORCE IT if the board feels like it is not aligned correctly.

STEP 4: Use the Scitex-supplied extraction/insertion tool to securely
seat the DVE board in the motherboard connectors. See the
diagram at the front of this Technical Guide for information
on the proper use of this tool.

STEP 5:STEP 4: Power up the Main Chassis. When the unit boots up, you can
control the new DVE channels with the 2A and 2B channel
select buttons on the Control Panel. Verify the presence of all
four channels by reducing them in size and moving them
individually so that all four are visible over the background.

STEP 6: Reinstall the RFI grate and the front cover/air filter on the
Main Chassis. The system is now ready for use.

For more information on using the second DVE channel pair, see the
DVEOUS Operations Manual.
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DVE Board
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Target Framestore
Before proceeding, ensure that you have one Target Framestore
subboard assembly, Scitex P/N 9400-0700.

STEP 1: Power down the Main Chassis. Remove the integral front
cover/air filter by grasping it at the lower edges and pulling
forward and down.

STEP 2: Loosen the slide locks and remove the three Phillips head
screws along the bottom of the RFI grate. Pull the bottom of
the grate forward and down to remove it. (See Section 3 for
details.)

STEP 3: Use the Scitex-supplied extraction/insertion tool to remove
the Combiner Controller board from the chassis and lay it on
a clean, static free, grounded work surface.

STEP 4:STEP 4: Remove the screws in the standoffs at the rear center of the
board.

NOTE: Installing the Target Framestore subboard requires
moderate pressure to seat it on the connector. Be sure to
support the Combiner Controller board from beneath so
that it does not bow or bend when seating the subboard.

STEP 5: Install the Target Framestore subboard onto connector J6F1.
Fasten it to the standoffs with the screws removed in the
previous step.

STEP 6: Slide the Combiner Controller board into the bottom primary
board slot in the Main Chassis, applying gentle pressure
when the board reaches the motherboard assembly. DO NOT
FORCE IT if the board feels like it is not aligned correctly.

STEP 7: You may wish to use the Scitex-supplied extraction/insertion
tool to seat the board in the motherboard connectors. See the
diagram at the front of this Technical Guide for information
on the proper use of this tool.

DVEOUS Technical Guide Option Installation
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Combiner Board with Target Framestore Socket Location
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STEP 8: Power up the Main Chassis, and verify that the Target
Framestore is operating properly, as outlined below.

STEP 9: Press the GLOBAL TRANS button and toggle the Locate
softkey to highlight Source. Twist the joystick to make all
DVE channels smaller, so you can see the background behind
them.

STEP 10: Press the COMBINER button, then the Output softkey. Set
the TFS Opac softknob to 100. (The default TFS Opac value
is 0, which makes it invisible.) Note that, since there is nothing
in the Target Framestore, you cannot see it yet.

STEP 11: Press the TARGET FRAMESTORE button and press the
Effect softkey. Change the Freeze softknob from Live to
Freeze to store the current combined DVE output in the
Target Framestore.

STEP 12: Press the GLOBAL TRANS button again and move the DVE
channels with the joystick. You should see the channels
frozen at their previous location as you move the live
channels on screen. If so, the Target Framestore is operating
correctly.

STEP 13: Reinstall the RFI grate and the front cover/air filter on the
Main Chassis. The system is now ready for use. 

For more information on using the Target Framestore option, see the
DVEOUS Operations Manual.

Target Framestore Subboard
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Wide Range Defocus
Before proceeding, ensure that you have one wide range Defocus
subboard assembly, Scitex P/N 9400-0699.

STEP 1: Power down the Main Chassis. Remove the integral front
cover/air filter by grasping it at the lower edges and pulling
forward and down.

STEP 2: Loosen the slide locks and remove the three Phillips head
screws along the bottom of the RFI grate. Pull the bottom of
the grate forward and down to remove it. (See Section 3 for
details.)

STEP 3: You may wish to use the Scitex-supplied tool to extract the
Combiner Controller board from the chassis and lay it on a
clean, static free, grounded work surface.

STEP 4: Remove the screws that are in the top parts of the standoffs
surrounding Combiner Controller board connector J3B1,
near the front right side of the board.

NOTE: Installing the wide range Defocus subboard
requires moderate pressure to seat it on the connector. Be
sure to support the Combiner Controller board from
beneath so that it does not bow or bend when seating the
subboard.

STEP 5: Install the wide range Defocus subboard onto connector J3B1.
Fasten it to the standoffs with the screws removed in the
previous step.

STEP 6: Slide the Combiner Controller board into the bottom primary
board slot in the Main Chassis, applying gentle pressure
when the board reaches the motherboard assembly. DO NOT
FORCE IT if the board feels like it is not aligned correctly; this
can bend the motherboard pins, which are not easy to repair.

STEP 7: Use the Scitex-supplied extraction/insertion tool to seat the
board in the motherboard connectors. See the diagram at the
front of this Technical Guide for information on the proper
use of this tool.

NOTE: The board may not seat if you do not use the tool.
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Combiner Board with Defocus Socket Location
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STEP 8: Power up the Main Chassis and verify that the wide range
Defocus module is operating properly, as outlined below. 

STEP 9: Double press the 1A Channel Select button to select control
of DVE channel 1A and deselect all other channels.

STEP 10: In the Channel Menus button group, press the 3D TRANS
button and toggle the Locate softkey to highlight Source. Use
the joystick to reduce the size of channel 1A so that channel
1B is visible behind it.

STEP 11: Press the INPUT Channel Menu button and press the Source
softkey to highlight Near. Using the Type softknob, select
Defocus A as the source. The video in channel 1A is now
coming from the A output of the Defocus module.

STEP 12: Press the 1B Channel Select button twice quickly to select
control of DVE channel 1B and deselect all other channels.

STEP 13: Still in the Input menu, select Defocus B as the source for
channel 1B. This is the B output of the Defocus module.

STEP 14: Press the 1A Channel Select button once to select control of
both 1A and 1B. Press the DEFOCUS button and toggle the
Defocus A softkey to highlight both Luma and Chroma.

STEP 15: Select Input 1 with the Source softknob and enter a value of
5 in both the H and V registers. If there is no video connected
to DVEOUS Input 1, use the Source softknob to select an
input that has video. 

STEP 16: Press the Defocus B softkey and toggle it to highlight both
Luma and Chroma. If there is no video connected to DVEOUS
input 1, use the Source softknob to select an input that has
video. That source should now appear in channel 1B.

STEP 17: Twist the joystick to adjust the Defocus B output. You should
see the channel 1B video (behind 1A) defocus.

STEP 18: Press the Defocus A softkey and twist the joystick to adjust
the Defocus A output. You should see the channel 1A video
(in front of 1B) defocus.

Option Installation DVEOUS Technical Guide
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Color Corrector/Color Corrector Bypass
Before proceeding, ensure that you have either one Color Corrector
board assembly, Scitex P/N 9400-0648, or one Color Corrector Bypass
board assembly, Scitex P/N 9400-0731.

The figure below shows the major components on both subboards and
their assembly numbers for identification. 
STEP 1: Power down the Main Chassis. Remove the integral front

cover/air filter by grasping it at the lower edges and pulling
forward and down.

STEP 2: Loosen the slide locks and remove the three Phillips head
screws along the bottom of the RFI grate. Pull the bottom of
the grate forward and down to remove it. (See Section 3 for
details.)

STEP 3: You may wish to use the Scitex-supplied tool to extract the
Combiner Controller board from the chassis and lay it on a
clean, static free, grounded work surface.

STEP 4: There is a Bypass subboard installed at location J1E1, at the
right rear corner of the Combiner Controller board, as
shipped from the factory; the video paths to the DVE boards
are not complete without a subboard installed here. Remove
the four screws that secure the subboard currently installed
at location J1E1. Remove this subboard and lay it on a clean,
static free, grounded surface.

Color Corrector and Color Corrector Bypass Subboards
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Combiner Board with Color Corrector Subboard Location
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NOTE: Installing the Color Corrector or Color Corrector
Bypass subboard requires moderate pressure to seat it on
the connector. Be sure to support the Combiner Controller
board from beneath so that it does not bow or bend when
seating the subboard.

STEP 5: Install the Color Corrector or Color Corrector (Bypass
subboard)  onto connector J1E1. Fasten it to the standoffs with
the screws removed in the previous step.

STEP 6: Slide the Combiner Controller board into the bottom primary
board slot in the Main Chassis, applying gentle pressure
when the board reaches the motherboard assembly. DO NOT
FORCE IT if the board feels like it is not aligned correctly.

STEP 7: You may wish to use the Scitex-supplied extraction/insertion
tool to seat the board in the motherboard connectors. See the
diagram at the front of this Technical Guide for information
on the proper use of this tool.

STEP 8: Power up the Main Chassis and verify that the installed
module is operating properly, as outlined below.

STEP 9: Verify the presence of video in all DVE channels by reducing
them in size and moving them individually so that both
channels (or all four in a dual DVE system) are visible over
the background. If you just installed the Color Corrector
Bypass subboard, this is all you need to do to verify correct
operation. Go directly to step 12.

STEP 10: If you just installed the Color Corrector subboard, make sure
that all Channel Select button LEDs are lit. This indicates that
all channels (1A and 1B, plus 2A and 2B if installed) are
enabled for control.

STEP 11: Press the COLOR CORRECTOR button and toggle the
Primary softkey to highlight GBR.
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STEP 12: With the Adjust softknob set to White, adjust the G, B, and
R softknobs to change the green, blue, and red gains of all
channels simultaneously. If you see the video change, the
Color Corrector option is operating correctly.

STEP 13: Reinstall the RFI grate and the front cover/air filter on the
Main Chassis. The system is now ready for use.

For more information on the Color Corrector option, see the DVEOUS
Operations Manual.
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Extended Memory
Before proceeding, ensure that you have one Extended Memory SIMM
assembly, Scitex P/N 9400-0772.

WARNING: Installing this option clears all
effects memory in battery backed RAM. Save
all on-line effect registers to floppy disk before
beginning this procedure.

STEP 1: Power down the Main Chassis. Remove the integral front
cover/air filter by grasping it at the lower edges and pulling
forward and down.

STEP 2: Loosen the slide locks and remove the three Phillips head
screws along the bottom of the RFI grate. Pull the bottom of
the grate forward and down to remove it. (See Section 3 for
details.)

STEP 3: Use the Scitex-supplied tool to extract the Combiner
Controller board from the chassis and lay it on a clean, static
free, grounded work surface.

NOTE: Installing the Extended Memory SIMM requires
moderate pressure to seat it on the connector. Be sure to
support the Combiner Controller board from beneath so
that it does not bow or bend when seating the SIMM.

STEP 4: Install the Extended Memory SIMM onto SIMM socket
SM8A1. Orient it with the notch toward the rear of the board,
and visually align the pins on the module with the socket
connector pins. After placement, verify that the height of the
SIMM matches the height of the other SIMMs next to it. 

STEP 5: Using a DVM, measure the resistance across capacitor C7D1
(near the SIMM socket) to verify that the SIMM power and
ground pins are not shorted together. A high resistance
reading indicates the SIMM is correctly seated in the socket.
A low resistance reading (near 0), indicates a short circuit.

WARNING: Powering up DVEOUS with an
incorrectly seated SIMM can cause considerable
damage to the system.
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STEP 6: Slide the Combiner Controller board into the bottom primary
board slot in the Main Chassis, applying gentle pressure
when the board reaches the motherboard assembly. DO NOT
FORCE IT if the board feels like it is not aligned correctly.

STEP 7: Use the Scitex-supplied extraction/insertion tool to seat the
board in the motherboard connectors. See the diagram at the
front of this Technical Guide for information on the proper
use of this tool.

STEP 8: Power up the Main Chassis and verify that the installed
module is operating properly, as outlined below.

STEP 9: Press the Timeline button to display its menu. In the center
of the menu  is an information box that lists the current status
of the five timelines with a status line above reporting
"Remaining KFs," meaning remaining free keyframes. 

The standard memory has 900 keyframes, plus 300 for the
workspace. The Extended Memory option has over 2200
keyframes, plus 300 for the workspace. The Remaining KFs
number should now be over 2200.

STEP 10: Reload the effects registers that you saved to floppy disk.

STEP 11: Reinstall the RFI grate and the front cover/air filter on the
Main Chassis. The system is now ready for use. 

Memory SIMM
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Combiner Board with Memory SIMM Location
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Main Output Modules (Component/Composite)
Before proceeding, ensure that you have either one Component Output
board assembly, Scitex P/N 9400-0695, or one Composite Output board
assembly, Scitex P/N 9400-0697.

STEP 1: Power down the Main Chassis and disconnect all cables from
the digital and analog outputs at the rear of the unit. You may
want to label these cables for easier reconnection.

STEP 2: Remove the four Phillips head screws that secure the Output
module to the rear of the chassis.

STEP 3: Grasp the knobs at both sides of the connector plate and pull
the assembly straight out of the chassis. Lay it on a clean, static
free, grounded surface.

STEP 4: If you are installing a Component Output module, make sure
that the sync select jumper JP1 is set for the correct reference
level (pins 2-3 shorted for composite syncs at 2V/4V p-p, or
pins 1-2 shorted for black burst/color black at 300mV p-p). A
Composite Output module requires black burst/color black
and has no selection jumper.

STEP 5: Slide the new module into the slot you just emptied. Press it
gently into place in the motherboard. DO NOT FORCE IT if
it feels like it is not seating correctly.

STEP 6: Reinstall the four screws removed in step 2. Reconnect the
serial digital and reference connections to the new Output
module. Make sure that connections to the analog outputs
(now a different format than before) are correct for your
system.

STEP 7: Power up the Main Chassis and verify that the installed
module is operating properly, as outlined below.

STEP 8: Press the OUTPUT SETUP button and press the Analog
softkey. Verify that the menu settings match the type of
Output module installed: Y/U/V/Key for the Component
Output module, or NTSC/Key or PAL/Key for the Composite
Output module.
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STEP 9: Make any format and level adjustments needed for
integration into your video system. See Section 5 – Setup
Menus for more information on these settings.   

Component Output Module

Composite Output Module

Back Panel Connections
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Channel Output Modules
Before proceeding, ensure that you have one or two Channel Output
board assemblies, Scitex P/N 9400-0748.

STEP 1: Power down the Main Chassis. Remove the two screws that
secure the Input module or blank plate currently installed in
slots labeled 9/10 and/or 11/12. If you are installing or
removing a Channel Output module for DVE board 1, use
slot 9/10. For a Channel Output module for DVE board 2, use
slot 11/12.

STEP 2: Remove the Input module(s) or blank plate(s) from the slot(s)
and replace them with the Channel Output module(s). Press
them gently into place in the motherboard. DO NOT FORCE
THEM if they feel like they are not seating correctly.

NOTE: If there is no module in an input slot, install a blank
plate over the slot to prevent cooling problems caused by
air being drawn in the rear instead of the front of the
chassis. Extra blank plates were included with your
DVEOUS shipment.

STEP 3: Replace the screws that you removed in step 1 to secure the
Channel Output module(s) in place.

STEP 4: Connect the Channel Output(s) to their destinations in your
system. Note that the connector labeled AUX 3 is the video
output, AUX 4 is the key output, and AUX REF 2 is not used.

STEP 5: Power up the Main Chassis, and verify the proper operation
of the modules as outlined below.

STEP 6: Monitor the destination of the Channel 1A/1B outputs. Make
the channels smaller and move them apart so that they are
both visible. Verify also that they are not keyed over
DVEOUS’ background or Target Framestore. The key output
should be the combined key outputs of channels 1A and 1B.

STEP 7: Repeat the above step for the Channel 2A and 2B outputs, if
needed. See Section 5 – Setup Menus for more information
on selecting blanking widths, output bit resolution, and Z key
data output for these modules.
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Input Modules
Before proceeding, ensure that you have the correct complement of
Input module(s) selected from the listed below, and blank plates to
install in any empty slots.

Dual Serial Digital Input, Scitex P/N 9400-0675

Dual Parallel Digital Input, Scitex P/N 9400-0669

Dual Component Analog Input, Scitex P/N 9400-0667

Component Video + Key Input, Scitex P/N 9400-0722

Composite Video + Key Input, Scitex P/N 9600-0696

Blank plate, Scitex P/N 8900-0976-03

STEP 1: Power down the Main Chassis. At the rear of the chassis,
remove the two screws that secure the Input module or blank
plate currently installed in the slot where you want to install
the new Input module.

STEP 2: Remove the Input module or blank plate from the slot and
replace it with the Input module. Press it  gently into place in
the motherboard. DO NOT FORCE IT if the module feels as
though it is not seating correctly.

NOTE: If there is no module in an input slot, install a blank
plate over the slot to prevent cooling problems caused by
air being drawn in the rear instead of the front of the
chassis. Extra blank plates were included with your
DVEOUS shipment.

STEP 3: Replace the screws that you removed in step 1 to secure the
module in place.

STEP 4: Connect the inputs from your system to the new Input
module(s).

STEP 5: Power up the Main Chassis and verify that the Input
module(s) are working properly, as outlined below.

DVEOUS Technical Guide Option Installation
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STEP 6: Press the INPUT SETUP button, then the Channel softkey.
Use the Input # softknob to select the numbers for the inputs
that you just installed or changed. Note that each Input
module identifies itself and displays its format type in the
Input Setup menu as listed in the following table.

Module Type Installed Corresponding Menu Display 

Dual Serial Digital Serial 601 for both inputs
Dual Parallel Digital Parallel 601 for both inputs
Dual Component Analog Dual Component for both inputs
Component Analog + Key Component for A input;

Component Key for B input
Composite Analog + Key Composite for A input;

Composite Key for B input
Channel Output Ch _ Video Out for video output

Ch _  Key Out for key output

STEP 7: After verifying that the new inputs are present and have
identified themselves correctly, you can configure them to
match your system. See Section 5 – Setup Menus for more
information on configuring the inputs.

The system is ready for use. 

Input Module Options
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The BRUTUS Configuration
The BRUTUS configuration of DVEOUS consists of two DVEOUS
chassis, each with two twin-channel DVE boards, plus a third Combiner
chassis that houses a Combiner board assembly and two DVE bypass
board assemblies. This system gives you control of four full-video plus
key channels or eight video-only channels—DVEOUS times two.

The Combiner Chassis
The BRUTUS Combiner Chassis is a standard DVEOUS chassis with two
Bypass boards installed in the normal DVE board slots as shown below.If
you are converting an existing DVEOUS system, the DVE boards can be
used to expand systems with single DVE boards.

Bypass Boards Replace DVE Boards in the Combiner Chassis

DVEOUS Technical Guide The BRUTUS Configuration
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System Interconnection
Interconnection of the three chassis requires a special three-way Control
Panel adapter cable from Scitex. This cable has one female 15-pin D
connector that attaches to the normal Control Panel cable as shown
below. Three male 15-pin connectors attach to the three chassis.

BRUTUS
Combiner
Chassis

DVEOUS
Chassis 1

DVEOUS
Chassis 2

Control Panel cable
Scitex #9000-0634-01

connects to the Control Panel
port of each DVEOUS chassis

C/P

C/P

C/P

KEYBD
FLOPPY

MOUSE

SHOTBOX

CHASSIS

LOOPTHRU
POWERRESET

Connect the Control Panel
cable to the

connector labelled
CHASSIS

Interconnect the
control cables

BRUTUS Control Panel Cabling
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Control Dipswitches
To establish BRUTUS configuration control, dipswitches on the front of
the Combiner board assemblies in each chassis must be set as shown
below. All other segments must be in the up position.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Chassis 1 - Place segment 6
in down position

Combiner board

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Chassis 2 - Place segment 5
in down position

Combiner - Place segments 5 and
6 in down position

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Setting BRUTUS Dipswitches
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Video/Key Connections
All video and key connections from the DVEOUS chassis to the
Combiner chassis are serial digital and should be made as shown below.
The looping video reference cabling illustrated below assumes looping
ends in DVEOUS Chassis 2 and the Reference Termination switch is
switched on. The upstream chassis should have the termination switch
in the OFF position. 

BRUTUS Video Signal Cabling

The BRUTUS Configuration DVEOUS Technical Guide
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Timing Setup
In all BRUTUS systems, you must select a different delay setting for the
Combiner chassis, since it does not contain the one-frame delay inherent
in the DVE board assemblies. To do this, access the Combiner chassis by
pressing and holding the ACQUIRE  button and pressing the Combiner
softkey. Press the ENG button and set the Timing control to Brutus.

For both Chassis 1 and Chassis 2, make the following settings:

Engineering menu Setup/Chassis softkey: Set Video Out to Unshaped
mode.

Output Setup menu Digital/Key softkey: Turn Z Data On.

Output Setup menu Timing softkey: Set Program Coarse to
approximately 76 for component outputs, or 60 for composite
outputs.

Additionally, if the BRUTUS system is fed by the Aux outputs of a
composite digital switcher (such as the GVG 3000) then the DVEOUS
chassis must be set to compensate for the additional composite analog
to component digital decoding delay. In the Engineering menu of
Chassis 1 and Chassis 2, set the Timing control to Delay. If BRUTUS is
being fed by a component digital switcher, leave the Timing settings at
Normal.

Operation
Operation of this system is identical to the operation of a standard
DVEOUS system. As outlined previously, pressing and holding the
ACQUIRE button accesses three softkeys: Chassis 1, Chassis 2, and
Combiner. By pressing one of these softkeys, you gain access to the
menus for the selected chassis and its two twin channels. You can then
press the ACQUIRE button to quickly toggle between Chassis 1 and
Chassis 2 and their corresponding menus.

DVEOUS Technical Guide The BRUTUS Configuration
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Section 5

Applications
This section provides installation and setup instructions  for interfacing
DVEOUS to other video systems. Topics included are: 

Timing considerations 

LINC  (Abekas, Locally Integrated Node Control)

GVG CPL (Control Protocol Language) for use with Grass Valley
model 3000, 4000, and 2200 series switchers

External Aux Bus control

GVG E-mem control

Phillips/BTS Diamond Digital switcher control

Overview
DVEOUS is a highly flexible and powerful digital video effects
processor, equally capable of being used directly on-air, live-to-tape, or
in a post production environment. Its internal processing is completely
component digital, but input/output options let you integrate it into a
wide range of video system configurations, from composite analog to
component digital.

DVEOUS Technical Guide Overview
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Timing Considerations
There are five types of available input modules, which means DVEOUS
can support most common video formats. All input modules feature
automatic input video timing, from under one line advanced to just
under two lines delayed with respect to reference, giving a "window" of
a little less than three TV lines. Also, the output timing range available
with either output module is large, about 18.8 microseconds advanced
to 18.8 microseconds delayed from reference—more than one half of a
TV line. The combination of automatic input timing and large output
timing range,  make DVEOUS easy to integrate into most video systems.

Output Timing
DVEOUS provides serial component digital program (main video) and
key outputs for easy integration into a component digital video system.
However, there are cases when you need an analog output. For this
reason, there are two types of output module available.

The standard component output module provides one component
analog program output and one analog key output, besides the digital
outputs. You can configure these analog outputs for any of several
formats, depending on your system requirements. The unit references
to either black burst/color black or composite syncs. These format
setups are detailed in Section 6 – Setup Menus.

The optional composite output module provides two composite analog
program outputs and two analog key outputs, besides the digital
outputs. Note that, although the analog outputs on module are
composite, the serial digital outputs are component; there are no
composite digital outputs (or inputs, for that matter) available for
DVEOUS. The analog outputs automatically select NTSC levels when
the unit is set to the 525-line standard and is referenced to NTSC black
burst. They automatically select PAL levels when the unit is set to the
625-line standard and is referenced to PAL color black.

One set of output timing adjustments affects all outputs, regardless of
format, including the optional Channel Outputs. Since the timing of the
analog outputs is typically much more critical than that of the digital
outputs, you should make all timing adjustments while observing the
analog outputs and their timing relative to the analog video system.
However, the digital outputs "lead" the analog outputs in time by a few
microseconds, because of the delay caused by the digital-to-analog
conversion process. Most modern digital processing devices have a
certain amount of automatic input timing, so if you need to route both
simultaneously to different devices, there should not be a problem with
the timing difference between the digital and analog outputs.

Timing Considerations DVEOUS Technical Guide
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Timing DVEOUS’ output into an analog system is similar to timing any
other device. Remember, however, that there is a one frame processing
delay from input to output, as in most modern DVEs. The Output Setup
menu has coarse and fine horizontal phase controls. Adjust them while
monitoring the input of the switcher or other device that requires that
its inputs be zero-timed to a set reference. Because of possible path length
differences between the analog program and key outputs and their
respective destinations, there are separate coarse and fine phase controls
for the analog key output. These let you advance or delay the output key
timing by +/- 30 pixels (about +/- 2.2 microsec) to coincide with the
output video timing at its destination. This key timing adjustment does
not affect the digital key output.

Input Timing
DVEOUS’ inputs are automatically retimed if they are in a range of less
than one line early to less than two lines late, relative to reference. If all
sources used as inputs fall into this  "window," you do not have to retime
any of them, and DVEOUS can remain  locked to house reference.

However, in a digital video system, timing delays of more than two lines
are not uncommon. In this case, you may need to consider connecting
DVEOUS to a "roving" reference signal, like that output by the Abekas
ASWR8100/8150 Digital Switcher. The 8100/8150 lets you route any of
its external or internal sources out any of its Aux Bus outputs. Because
of various processing delays in the 8100/8150, these sources have one of
three fixed processing delays associated with them. Direct sources are
delayed by two lines; sources fed through the M/E (mix/effects)
processor are delayed by 18 lines; and sources fed through the
Program/Preset/DSK processor are delayed by 34 lines. Because of
these varying delays, the 8100/8150 supplies a sync signal, known as
Aux(iliary) Ref(erence), which is used to synchronize devices that are
fed by the 8100/8150’s Aux Bus outputs.

If you are feeding switcher Aux Bus outputs to DVEOUS, whether or
not from an 8100/8150, use this "roving" reference signal to lock
DVEOUS, instead of your house reference. However, the switcher or
destination device that DVEOUS feeds must be able to accommodate the
large timing swings that DVEOUS has when locked to a "roving"
reference. Otherwise, DVEOUS will not be timed properly with other
sources in the system.

Note: The Composite Output module requires black burst
as its reference. The 8100/8150 Aux Ref output contains
sync only. If you have the Composite Output module, use
a slaved composite sync generator to feed the DVEOUS
input. 

DVEOUS Technical Guide Timing Considerations
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If the device feeding DVEOUS has no "roving" reference, another way
to ensure that the video input and external reference are always in time
with each other is to loop the video input through the external reference
input. This, of course, works only if the video is analog; if you are feeding
a digital source to DVEOUS, you must route a duplicate of this signal
through a DAC (digital-to-analog converter) and feed this analog signal
to DVEOUS’ external reference input. This way, the delay of the source
is always zero with regard to DVEOUS’ reference.

The Engineering Menu Timing Control
DVEOUS can accommodate signals from and to the composite world
with the Composite Input module and the Composite Output module.
The Composite Input module has the same amount of input autotiming
compensation as do the other Input module types—approximately 2.8
lines of autotiming. However, due to the extra delay incurred in
digitizing and decoding composite analog signals, the autotiming
"window" of the Composite Input module is significantly "earlier" in
time, relative to system reference, than the autotiming window of the
other Input module types.

The typical input autotiming "window," within which any source fed to
that input is automatically correctly timed into DVEOUS, normally
ranges from just under one line early to just under two lines late, relative
to system reference. This means that, as long as the timing of a source
relative to system reference falls inside this range, DVEOUS can accept
and automatically time that source for internal use. However, the
Composite Input module’s "window" normally ranges from just over
two lines early to just under one line late, again relative to system
reference, because of the decoding delays mentioned earlier.

This "earlier" autotiming window associated with the Composite Input
module is not a problem with sources timed closely to system reference.
However, when DVEOUS’ inputs are fed by the Aux outputs of a
composite digital switcher, such as the Abekas A82 or GVG Model 3000,
processing delays through the switcher may delay the video enough so
that DVEOUS  Composite input modules cannot autotime it properly.

 For this reason, DVEOUS has a Timing control that allows you to delay
the input timing window of all inputs simultaneously to compensate for
external delays. (See Engineering Menu, Section 6.)

Key Input Timing
When using DVEOUS in V+K (Video plus Key) or VK+S (Video/Key
plus Shadow) modes, you can feed a fill signal and its correlated key
signal to any inputs, then select those inputs as the sources for the video
and key channels respectively. If these sources are digital, their relative
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sync timing does not matter, as long as they both fall into the automatic
timing "window" described earlier; DVEOUS retimes them so that their
relative sync timing is zero. The same is true if both sources are analog
and both have sync; their horizontal sync phase is retimed to be
coincident.

With an analog video or key signal without sync (also known as a
"noncomposite" signal), horizontal timing is critical. Because the input
modules "slave" the timing of the noncomposite input to the input that
contains sync, the two signals must be zero timed to each other as they
enter the input module. The component analog input modules have a
small horizontal timing adjustment of +/- 1 pixel (+/- 74 nsec), and the
Key menu has a small key phase adjustment of about +/- 8 pixels (+/-
600 nsec). You must compensate for a larger timing difference outside
DVEOUS, with delay lines, cable lengths, or adjustments at the source
device, for example. The Composite Analog Input module, however, has
a large horizontal timing range at +/- 40 microseconds.

Another problem arises if the fill and key signals both have sync, but
their relative horizontal active picture positions do not align. Adjusting
the signal’s horizontal timing does not fix this, because DVEOUS’ input
locks to sync and retimes it regardless of its timing relative to reference.
The only way to fix this kind of problem is to move the horizontal video
or key position relative to its own sync. As described in the previous
paragraph, the DVEOUS’ horizontal timing adjustments can
compensate for small differences, but you must fix larger differences
elsewhere.

DVEOUS Technical Guide Timing Considerations
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LINC Communication
DVEOUS uses LINC (Locally Integrated Node Control) protocol to
communicate with Abekas  8100/8150, A83, and A84 switchers so they
can frame-accurately integrate  DVEOUS effects into the switcher’s
Timeline effects. You can play, jog, and stop the DVEOUS from the
switcher’s LINC Menu. Refer to the specific switcher’s manual for
Operation instructions.

Note: If you have a Combiner board version 1.D or earlier,
you must  perform a minor modification to allow LINC to
operate. Contact Scitex Customer Service for instructions.

LINC Connections
Use a standard RS-422 cable to connect the switcher LINC port to
DVEOUS. Turn on the DVEOUS LINC port in the Remote Enable menu
and use the Address softknob to set the DVEOUS LINC address to the
appropriate number between 1 and 16 or 32 (depending on switcher
type). Every device on the LINC bus must have a unique address.

DVEOUS LINC Connection

LINC Communication DVEOUS Technical Guide
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GVG CPL Interface
DVEOUS offers an optional CPL Protocol Converter module that allows
GVG 3000, 4000, or 2200 series switchers to control DVEOUS as though
it were a GVG KRYSTAL DVE. It allows you to recall and run DVE
effects as part of the switcher timeline. It allows DVEOUS to select
sources on the switcher Aux bus outputs and tally them at the switcher
when they are visible in the DVE video output.

The face-plate of the CPL module displays a series of red and green LEDs
that indicate active data transmission—red = transmit, green = receive.
The three left-most pairs are indicators for DVEOUS channels. Of these,
only the left-most pair is used in standard DVEOUS operation. The
second and third pairs are active in the expanded BRUTUS
configuration only, indicating communication with the second BRUTUS
chassis and the third (combiner) chassis respectively. The fourth
indicates CPL activity.

Installing the CPL Module
The CPL module is installed in one of the DVEOUS chassis input module
slots where it receives both power and field timing pulses. If you are
installing the CPL module, refer to Option Installation, in Section 4 of
this manual for detailed Input Module installation instructions.

Cable Connections for Standard DVEOUS
Two control cables are required—one from the CPL module to the
DVEOUS Aux or Edit port, and one from the CPL module to the Grass
Valley switcher. The following illustration shows typical cable
connections and provides Scitex part numbers for the control cables
(BRUTUS configuration cables follow this illustration). If you choose to
build your own cables, refer to the cable pinout drawings provided in
this section.

CPL Module Face-Plate

DVEOUS Technical Guide GVG CPL Interface
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On the CPL module, the DVEOUS 25-pin D connector accepts the
custom serial cable #9000-0640-00 which connects on the other end to the
DVEOUS Aux (or Editor) remote port. This cable carries send/receive
data between DVEOUS and the CPL Protocol Converter. The 9-pin D on
the CPL module uses cable #9000-0639-01 to connect to the GVG
3000/4000/2200 serial remote port. This cable is similar to an RS-422
cable except that pins 2 and 7 are cross-wired (Cable pinouts for these
cables are provided later in this section.) 

EDITORAUX

Use Input 1 Use Input 3

Use Input 7Use Input 5

VVideo

VVideo/Key *

VVideo

VVideo/Key *

Aux 4 A/B Grass Valley
Switcher

DVEOUS
chassis rear

RS422 cable
Scitex #9000-0640-00

connects to
AUX or EDITOR

* Video/Key signals require full-video capable inputs, not Key inputs

CPLCPL cable
Scitex #9000-0639-01
typically connects to

Port A1

DVEOUS CPLRESET

Aux 3 A/B

Port A1

Aux 2 A/B

Aux 1 A/BB
A

B
A

CPL Interface Cable Connections
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BRUTUS/CPL Configuration Control Cable
If you are connecting the CPL interface in a BRUTUS configuration,
connect the CPL module 25-pin connector to each of the three DVEOUS
frame AUX or EDITOR ports using the Scitex-supplied cable assembly
#9000-0629-00, or build a cable using the pinout drawing provided later
in this section. The CPL port connects to the Grass Valley switcher as
previously discussed.

Grass Valley
Switcher

Brutus
Combiner

chassis rear

DVEOUS
Slave 1

chassis rear

DVEOUS
Slave 2

chassis rear

RS422 cable
Scitex #9000-0629-00
connects CPL module to
AUX or EDITOR ports

CPL cable
Scitex #9000-0639-01
typically connects to
Port A1

Port A1EDITORAUX

DVEOUS CPLRESET

EDITORAUX

EDITORAUX

BRUTUS CPL Interface Control Connections
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BRUTUS/CPL Configuration Signal Cabling
The following illustration shows the video signal cabling from the GVG
switcher AUX buses to the DVEOUS  BRUTUS configuration.

Program Video Out to Switcher

Key Signal Out to Switcher

Brutus
Combiner

DVEOUS CPLRESET

INPUT A

SYNC

INPUT INPUTB A

SYNC

INPUT B

Use Input 1*

Use Input 5*

Use Input 3*

Use Input 7*

Input 3 -  PGM 2
Input 4 -  KEY 2

Input 1 -  PGM 1
Input 2 - KEY 1

Use Input 1* Use Input 3*

Use Input 5* Use Input 7*

Video/Key *

Video/Key *

Video/Key *

Video/Key *

Video/Key *

Video/Key *

Video/Key *

Video/Key *

Grass Valley Switcher
AUX Outputs

DVEOUS
Chassis 1

DVEOUS
Chassis 2

* Video/Key signals require full-video
capable inputs, not Key inputs

AUX 1 AUX 2 AUX 3 AUX 4
A B A B A B A B

PGM KEY

PGM KEY

BRUTUS CPL Video Signal Connections
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Video Inputs
Video aux outputs from the Grass Valley switcher are "hard-wired"
inputs in the DVEOUS setup control scheme. Connect to DVEOUS or
the optional BRUTUS configuration inputs in the order shown below:

GVG Aux Out DVEOUS Input BRUTUS Option

Aux 1A Input 1 Chassis 1 Input 1
Aux 1B Input 3 Chassis 1 Input 3
Aux 2A Input 5 Chassis 1 Input 5
Aux 2B Input 7 Chassis 1 Input 7
Aux 3A Chassis 2 Input 1
Aux 3B Chassis 2 Input 3
Aux 4A Chassis 2 Input 5
Aux 4B Chassis 2 Input 7

DVEOUS inputs 1, 3, 5, and 7 are always full-video inputs, no matter
which input modules are installed.

Interface Setup
After the cabling connections are made, press the REMOTE ENABLE
menu button on the DVEOUS control panel and toggle the Aux or Editor
(whichever port you are using) softkey to On. Use the softknobs to select:

Protocol – CPL

Baud – 76800 

Parity – Odd parity

This establishes communications with the Grass Valley 3000, 4000 or
2200  series switcher.

DVEOUS Technical Guide GVG CPL Interface
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Control Cable Pinouts
The following illustrations provide the pinout for the control cables
shown in the earlier cable connections illustration. Note that the
DVEOUS to GVG CPL cable cross-wires pins 2 and 7 through
twisted-pair #2. The BRUTUS control cable follows.

DVEOUS CPL module to 3000/4000/2200

4 blue
8 black
3 red
7 white
2 black
6 black

1 shield

jumper

9

jumper

9

DB 9
Plug

4 blue
8 black

3 red
7 black
2 white
6 black

1 shield

DB 9
Plug

white/black Pair #2

blue/black Pair #3

red/black Pair #1

Pair #2 white/black

Pair #3 blue/black

Pair #1 red/black

DVEOUS to CPL Module Cable

8 black
3 red
7 white
2 black
6 blue

NC black1 shield

DB 9
Plug

15 red

4 blue

NC black 17 shield

3 white
16 black

2 black

DB 25
Plug

red/black Pair #1

white/black Pair #2

blue/black Pair #3Pair #1 red/black

Pair #2 white/black

Pair #3 blue/black

CPL Interface Control Cables
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13

14

25

1

9

9

9

6

6

6

5

5

5

1

1

1

8 black

8 black

8 black

3 red

3 red

3 red

7 white

7 white

7 white

2 black

2 black

2 black

6 blue

6 blue

6 blue

NC black

NC black

NC black

1 shield

1 shield

1 shield

P-3 to
Chassis 2

P-2 to
Chassis 1

P-4 to
Combiner

15 red

4 blue

NC black

17 shield

3 white
16 black

2 black

18 red

7 blue

NC black

NC black

20 shield

6 white
19 black

5 black

21 red

10 blue
23 shield

9 white
22 black

8 black

DB 25
P-1

red/black Pair #1

white/black Pair #2

blue/black Pair #3Pair #1 red/black

Pair #1 red/black

Pair #1 red/black

Pair #2 white/black

Pair #2 white/black

Pair #2 white/black

Pair #3 blue/black

Pair #3 blue/black

Pair #3 blue/black

red/black Pair #1

white/black Pair #2

blue/black Pair #3

red/black Pair #1

white/black Pair #2

blue/black Pair #3

25-pin
Plug#-Pin#

P1-15
P1-2
P1-3
P1-16
P1-4
N/C
P1-17

Twisted
Pair #

Pair #1

Pair #2

Pair #3

Shield

Wire
Color

red
black
white
black
blue
black

CABLE #3 to
Combiner Chassis

CABLE #2 to
DVEOUS Chassis 2

CABLE #1 to
DVEOUS Chassis 1

P1-18
P1-5
P1-6
P1-19
P1-7
N/C
P1-20

Pair #1

Pair #2

Pair #3

Shield

red
black
white
black
blue
black

P1-21
P1-8
P1-9
P1-22
P1-10
N/C
P1-23

Pair #1

Pair #2

Pair #3

Shield

red
black
white
black
blue
black

9-pin
Plug#-Pin#

P2-3
P2-8
P2-7
P2-2
P2-6
N/C
P2-1

P3-3
P3-8
P3-7
P3-2
P3-6
N/C
P3-1

P4-3
P4-8
P4-7
P4-2
P4-6
N/C
P4-1

BRUTUS CPL Protocol Cable Pinout
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External Aux Bus Control
The DVEOUS Aux and Editor ports can be used to make source
selections on the aux buses of Abekas A82/A83/A84, ASWR8100/8150;
GVG model 200, 1200, 2200,  3000, and 4000; or Phillips/BTS Diamond
Digital  switchers. Note that this interface is not needed if you are using
the GVG CPL Interface Option. To configure this interface you will:

Use a standard RS-422 cable to connect DVEOUS to the switcher serial
control port

Connect the switcher Aux bus outputs to full-video  DVEOUS inputs

Configure the DVEOUS and switcher serial ports for Aux Bus (GVG)
protocol

EDITORAUX

Use Input 1 Use Input 3

Use Input 7Use Input 5

VVideo

VVideo/Key *

VVideo

VVideo/Key *

Aux 3 AWSR8100/8150,
Grass Valley,or

BTS Diamond Digital Switcher

DVEOUS
chassis rear

RS-422 cable
connects to AUX or EDITOR

-or-

* Video/Key signals require full-video capable inputs, not Key inputs

Aux 4

Serial Port

Aux 1

Aux 2

External Aux Bus Interface Cable Connections
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RS-422 Control Cable
The AUX or EDITOR port, when set for Aux Bus protocol is internally
configured for RS-422 communication. We recommend twisted-pair
cable be used as shown below.

Aux Bus Video Cabling
When Aux Bus control is selected in the DVEOUS, each DVE channel
"hardwires" itself to one external input. Because this feature was
designed to support the Composite Input module, which has one video
and one key input per module, each channel is dedicated to an
odd-numbered DVEOUS input as shown below (GVG switcher aux
buses may be designated 1A, 1B, etc. rather than Aux 1, Aux2, etc.).

DVEOUS channel 1A controls Aux 1 or 1A, which must be connected
to Input 1

DVEOUS channel 1B controls Aux 2 or 1B, which must be connected
to Input 3

DVEOUS channel 2A controls Aux 3 or 2A, which must be connected
to Input 5

DVEOUS channel 2B controls Aux 4 or 2B, which must be connected
to Input 7

Standard RS-422 Cable

4 blue
8 black
3 red
7 white
2 black
6 black

1 shield

jumper

9

jumper

9

DB 9
Plug

4 blue
8 black

3 red
7 white
2 black
6 black

1 shield

DB 9
Plug

white/black Pair #2

blue/black Pair #3

red/black Pair #1

Pair #2 white/black

Pair #3 blue/black

Pair #1 red/black

Aux Bus Control Interface Cable
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Configure the DVEOUS AUX/EDITOR Port
On the DVEOUS main control panel, use the Remote Enable menu to
turn on the serial port you are using (AUX or EDITOR) and select:

Protocol - Aux Bus

Baud - 38400

Parity - odd

Configure the Switcher Serial Port
Configure the switcher serial port you are using to match the DVEOUS
communication parameters. If you are connecting to an 8100/8150 you
will use the ENG menu and Communications soft button to access and
set:

Protocol - GVG

Baud - 38400

Parity - odd

Preview Cmds routed from - None

External Aux Bus Control DVEOUS Technical Guide
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GVG E-MEM®/Peripheral Interface
DVEOUS can communicate with GVG switchers with E-MEM® effects
memory using Peripheral Interface I or II protocol. The E-MEM Interface
allows the Grass Valley switcher to control DVEOUS effects.
Applications for this interface are mainly in live productions such as
news or sporting events.

Peripheral Interface I is an older protocol used with GVG model 1600
and 300 series switchers. Peripheral Interface II is used on GVG model
200 and later switchers. 

To configure this interface you will:

Use a modified RS-422 cable to connect DVEOUS to the switcher
E-MEM control port,

Configure the DVEOUS  remote port (AUX or EDITOR) for Peripheral
protocol and set communications parameters

Setup the Grass Valley switcher attributes

Connect the switcher inputs to the dedicated DVEOUS outputs

RS-422 Cable Connection (GVG Peripheral
Cable)
Connecting to a GVG switcher you use a modified RS-422 cable. Check
your GVG documentation for correct pinout for connection to the
Peripheral Bus. A typical modified cable is shown below. This cable
cross-wires the transmit lines on pins 2 and 7.

Note: Master/Slave mode cross-wiring of receive and
transmission lines is automatically done within DVEOUS
remote ports when you select the desired protocol. This
does not, however, account for the GVG transmission line
( pin 2/7)  cross-wiring mentioned above.

4 blue
8 black
3 red
7 white
2 black
6 black

1 shield

jumper

9

jumper

9

DB 9
Plug

4 blue
8 black

3 red
7 black
2 white
6 black

1 shield

DB 9
Plug

white/black Pair #2

blue/black Pair #3

red/black Pair #1

Pair #2 white/black

Pair #3 blue/black

Pair #1 red/black

Modified RS-422 Cable
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A standard RS-422 cable is shown below. (Not for use with the CPL
Interface)

DVEOUS Remote Port and Addressing Setup 
Use the Remote Enable menu to select:

Protocol - Periph

Baud - 38400

Parity - Odd

Address - between 0 and 23 for model 200, between 24 and 31 for
models 300, 1600 or 1680.

Peripheral devices on this bus must be uniquely addressed to maintain
communications order. For Model 200 Peripheral II protocol you must
use addresses between 0 and 23. An address above 23 will automatically
invoke the protocol Peripheral I used for model 300, 1600, and 1680
switchers. Address settings 24 through 31 are interpreted as E-MEM
addresses 0 through 7 respectively, when Peripheral I is invoked.

Multiple Channel Configuration 
For multiple channel DVEOUS systems, you must daisy chain each
channel’s RS-422 ports. You may either choose unique addresses for
each DVEOUS or give them all the same address and disconnect all but
one channel’s transmit lines (pins 2 and 7). This avoids sending
conflicting return data to the switcher effects memory.

Standard RS-422 Cable

4 blue
8 black
3 red
7 white
2 black
6 black

1 shield

jumper

9

jumper

9

DB 9
Plug

4 blue
8 black

3 red
7 white
2 black
6 black

1 shield

DB 9
Plug

white/black Pair #2

blue/black Pair #3

red/black Pair #1

Pair #2 white/black

Pair #3 blue/black

Pair #1 red/black

GVG 3000/4000 RS-422 Cable
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Setting Up the Switcher Attributes
The Grass Valley switcher must be programmed with several attributes
before you can interface to DVEOUS. Please refer to your GVG switcher
manual for details and options.

The basic communications parameters you must set are:

Baud Rate - 38400

Parity - Odd

Transmission Standard - RS422

All devices sharing the E-MEM bus must conform to these parameters.

GVG Model 200 Peripheral Triggers
DVEOUS works with the model 200 effects memory through software
triggers that must be programmed in the switcher. DVEOUS supports
the following five triggers:

Run Forward

Run Reverse

Pause

Freeze

Unfreeze

DVEOUS Technical Guide GVG E-MEM®/Peripheral Interface
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Diamond Digital Switcher Interface
DVEOUS can be controlled by the Diamond Digital series switchers
from Phillips/BTS. The interface allows Diamond Digital switchers to
control DVEOUS as if it were an Abekas A53-D, emulating VTR type
commands such as play, stop, jog, fast forward, rewind, and cue.

RS-232 Cable Connection
The following diagram shows the RS-232 connection between DVEOUS
and either Diamond Digital models 5 &10 or models 20 & 30 (see the
port connection table in the following illustration.

Diamond Digital Switcher Interface Connection

Diamond Digital Switcher Interface DVEOUS Technical Guide
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The RS-232 cable should conform to the following pinout. 

Configure the DVEOUS AUX/EDITOR Port

On the DVEOUS main control panel, use the Remote Enable menu to
turn on the serial port you are using (Aux or Editor) and select:

Protocol - A53D VTR

Baud - 9600

Parity - Even

Configure the Diamond Digital Attributes 
Refer to the Phillips/BTS switcher documentation to setup
communications parameters that match the DVEOUS Aux/Editor port
setup.

To control Diamond Digital switcher Aux buses, configure and connect
DVEOUS to the switcher as outlined earlier in this section under
"External Aux Bus Control." Configure the DVEOUS Aux or Editor port
for Type: GVG 200.

4 RTS

5 CTS

3 Rx Data
7 GND
2 Tx Data

1
1

9
9

DB 9
Plug

4 GND
8 Rx Data

7 Tx Data

DB 9
Plug

DVEOUS
Aux or Editor

Port

Diamond Digital
Switcher Aux B

RS-232 Cable

DVEOUS to Diamond Digital Control Cable
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Section 6

Setup Menus
Overview

DVEOUS lets you make almost all engineering adjustments and
configurations from the Control Panel. Since DVEOUS controls these
setups in software, you can save and recall them to and from floppy disk.
This lets you quickly access multiple engineering setups as needed.

This section covers the menus used in timing and configuring DVEOUS
for your system, and using the floppy disk drive for saving and recalling
Setup menu files. This involves the following menus:

The Input Setup menu lets you set timing and signal setup parameters
for the various input module types, and adjust the optional Channel
Output module(s).

The Output Setup menu lets you set output timing, horizontal
blanking type, output bit rounding, and analog output format and
levels for video and key signals independently.

The Remote Setup menu lets you change the editor timecode offset
and configure GPIs.

The Engineering menu lets you:

Select the edge processing (shaped or unshaped) for the
program (main video) outputs

Bypass the internal background keyer (background on/off)

Compensate for delayed composite inputs

Set the menu display brightness, contrast, and screen saver
timeout

Perform software updates

The Remote Enable menu lets you enable the Editor, Aux, and LINC
Serial ports, and select their serial remote protocol.

The Personality menu lets you set Field Dominance on Run. This
allows you to determine the field your effect will start on when
operating in  a timing sensitive environment such as post production.

Use the Disk menu for all floppy disk functions, including naming,
saving, recalling, copying, and deleting files; formatting disks; and
setting the system clock.

DVEOUS Technical Guide Overview
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Input Setup Menu
Press the INPUT SETUP button to bring up this menu. The Softkeys and
Softknobs apearing will be different for the various types of input
modules you are using. The Channel softkey, however, calls up the same
functions for all input modules and will be described once below. The
rest of the softkey and softknob functions will be described according to
three general input channel types:

Component Analog Inputs (8-bit Dual Component, 10-bit
Component Video, 10-bit Component Key)

Composite Analog Inputs (Composite Video, Composite Key)

Digital Inputs (Parallel and Serial)

Setup of the optional Channel Output module is also discussed.

Input Setup Menu DVEOUS Technical Guide
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Channel Softkey (all input modules)
Press this softkey to bring up the Input # softknob, which lets you select
the input number you want to set up. The range is 1 through 12, even if
your DVEOUS does not have all input modules installed. As you select
an input number, the menu display shows (below the module type table)
the currently selected input number and the type of input module
installed (parallel digital, serial digital, component, etc.). It reads
<<absent>> if no module is installed.

The Blanking mode selection and adjustment softknobs are also
available under the Channel softkey. These softknobs provide input
horizontal and vertical blanking width compensation. DVEOUS offers
two modes to compensate for input video that contains overly wide
blanking that causes horizontal and vertical black edges on those signals.
These adjustments apply only to video routed to the DVE channels, not
to video selected as a background source.

Note: This incorporates picture stretch for compensation if
it is necessary to "match cut" to this video.  Cropping the
edges should be done in the Border/Crop menu.

Blanking Softknob
Normal mode allows you to set different blanking compensation for
each input individually. It maintains a true 4:3 aspect ratio for the image
by stretching the aspect ratio of the input video so that the blanking
edges are not visible. The advantage of this method is that each input
can have its own blanking compensation. However, the video is
stretched slightly. You cannot transition or match-frame back to the
original unstretched image, either in DVEOUS or in some external
device, without seeing a visible difference between the two images.

Crop (A57) mode blanks all inputs by the same amount. It does this by
simply cropping the edges to remove the offending blanking areas. In
addition, all transform values are re-scaled so the 4:3 screen unit
numbers properly match the size of the cropped image. The advantage
of this method is that all images maintain their original aspect ratios so
there is no visible difference between the original and the cropped
image, allowing match-framing between the two. A disadvantage is that
the blanking compensation applies equally to all external inputs.
Individual inputs cannot be adjusted.

DVEOUS Technical Guide Input Setup Menu
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Component Analog Inputs

Timing
Press Timing to bring up controls for adjusting the horizontal position
of the active picture and to select Sync Slave status for a component
analog input module.

H Phase
Use this softknob to adjust the horizontal phase of the active picture
relative to sync. For a component video or key input, the range is +/- 1
pixel (+/- 74 nsec), adjustable in 2.3 nsec steps. 

Sync Slave
The dual component input module expects sync on the Y or G
components; however, if you have a signal without sync, you can
connect it to the even numbered input of the module (2, 4, 6, 8, 10, or 12).
You must then "slave" it to the odd numbered input on the same module
(1, 3, 5, 7, 9, or 11), which must be a signal with sync. This signal can be
a Y/G component, a key signal, or a composite sync signal. Turn Sync
Slave On for the even numbered input if it has no sync. If it has sync,
leave Sync Slave turned Off.

The component analog plus key input module also expects sync on the
Y or G components and the key signal. However, if you have a video
signal with separate sync, you can connect the separate sync to the
dedicated sync input. Jumper JP2 on the module selects sync on Y/G
(short JP2 pins 1-2) or separate sync (short JP2 pins 2-3). See Section 3 –
System Overview for more information on jumper settings for this
module. This module allows either the video input or the key input to
"sync slave." Video can slave to key, or key can slave to video. If external
sync is provided, Sync Slave On will lock to the sync input.

Setup
Press Setup to bring up controls for selecting the format and adjusting
the input’s levels. 

Mode
Use Mode to select the format of the component analog input. The table
on the following page details the input levels expected by each setting.
Here are some general guidelines for selecting formats:

In 625-line systems, some Betacam VTRs use SMPTE/EBU N10 levels;
use the SMPTE N10 setting for VTRs that supply these output levels.
If you are using a 625-line Betacam VTR with the standard Betacam

Input Setup Menu DVEOUS Technical Guide
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levels, you should use the Beta 50 setting. Also, 625-line MII VTRs
output correct SMPTE/EBU N10 levels, and you should use the
SMPTE N10 setting with these units also.

In all 525-line systems except Japan, Betacam® VTRs output standard
Betacam levels with setup; use the Beta 60 setting for these VTRs. In
Japan only, Betacam VTRs output no setup and higher chrominance
levels; use the Beta 60 NS setting for these VTRs. You should use the
MII SU setting with 525-line MII VTRs that have setup. MII® VTRs
in Japan should use the SMPTE N10 setting, as they do not have setup.
The GBR SU setting is intended for use with 525-line NTSC-related
GBR (RGB) signals that are produced by cameras or by decoded NTSC
video.

When selecting a key input format, use the SMPTE Key setting in all
625-line systems and in all 525-line systems that use SMPTE levels as
shown in the table on this page. Key SU is intended for 525-line
(NTSC-related) key signals with setup. Key NSU is intended for
525-line (NTSC-related) key signals with no setup.

Input Format
Name

Luminance Range
(Black to White)

Chrominance
Range (75%
Bars)

SMPTE  YUV White = 700mV
Black = 0mV

525mV p-p,
B-Y and R-Y

SMPTE GBR White = 700mV
Black = 0mV

0 to 525mV
Green, Blue, Red

Beta60 NSU
(60Hz, no setup)

White = 714mV (100IRE)
Black = 0mV (0IRE)

757mV p-p,
B-Y and R-Y

Beta60 SU
(60Hz w/setup)

White = 714mV (100IRE)
Black = 54mV (7.5IRE)

700mV p-p,
B-Y and R-Y

Beta50 NSU
(50Hz, no setup)

White = 700mV
Black = 0mV

700mV p-p,
B-Y and R-Y

MII SU
(with setup)

White = 700mV (100IRE)
Black = 53mV (7,5IRE)

486mV p-p,
B-Y and R-Y

GBR SU
(with setup)

White = 714mV (100IRE)
Black = 54mV (7.5IRE)

54 to 549mV
Green, Blue, Red

SMPTE Key White = 700mV
Black = 0mV

N/A

Key SU
(NTSC w/setup)

White = 714mV (100IRE)
Black = 54mV (7.5IRE)

N/A

Key NSU
(NTSC w/o setup)

White = 714 mV (100IRE)
Black = 0mV (0IRE)

N/A
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Y Gain
Use Y Gain to adjust the overall level of the video signal’s luminance
component, or the key signal’s overall level if it is a key input. When
used with the SMPTE GBR format, this adjustment is downstream of the
transcoding circuitry, so there is no separate "green" gain control for
these formats. GBR SU has separate Y gain and offset adjustments.

Y Offset
This softknob only appears if a component format with setup (Beta 60,
MII SU, GBR SU, or Key SU) is selected. Use Y Offset to adjust the black
level of the video signal’s luminance component, or the key signal’s
black level if it is a key input.

U Gain
Use U Gain to adjust the overall level of the video signal’s B-Y
component. When used with the SMPTE GBR or GBR SU formats, this
adjustment sets B gain.

U Offset
This softknob only appears if the GBR SU format is selected. Use U
Offset to adjust the DC offset of the video signal’s B component. 

V Gain
Use V Gain to adjust the overall level of the video signal’s R-Y
component. When used with the SMPTE GBR or GBR SU formats, this
adjustment sets R gain.

V Offset
This softknob only appears with the GBR SU format selected. Use V
Offset to adjust the DC offset of the video signal’s R component. 

Setup
This softknob only appears if a format with setup (Beta 60, MII SU, or
GBR SU) is selected. Use Setup to select the component (Y, U, or V for
Beta 60 and MII SU, and G, B, or R for GBR SU) for which you want to
adjust black level.

Input Setup Menu DVEOUS Technical Guide
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Composite Analog Inputs

Timing
Press Timing to bring up controls for adjusting the horizontal position
of the active picture and to select the timing lock Mode.

H Phase
This softknob to adjusts the horizontal phase of the active picture relative
to sync. 

Mode (Timing Mode)
For the composite analog input module timing Mode is used to select
either SC (sub-carrier) timing lock or H (horizontal) Sync timing lock.
Use SC for normal composite video inputs with colorburst. Use H Sync
only if the input does not contain colorburst.

Setup / Y / UV / Chroma
This softkey and its softknobs only appear if a composite analog input
module is installed at the selected input location, and the Video (not Key)
input is selected. Press Setup to toggle Y, UV, and Chroma. With the
Composite Key input selected, the softkey label is simply Setup. 

Setup Y
This brings up gain and offset controls for the luminance component of
the composite video signal, plus a control to determine the type of
decode processing used on the composite signal.

Y Gain
Use Y Gain to adjust the overall level of the video signal’s luminance
component. This adjustment is downstream of the decoding circuitry,
so there is no "composite" or overall video gain control.

Y Offset
Use Y Offset to adjust the black level of the video signal’s luminance
component. This adjustment is downstream of the decoding circuitry,
so there is no "composite" or overall black level control.

Mode
Use Mode to select a method for decoding the composite video input
into its luminance and chrominance components.

Notch – This selects a simple bandpass filter that reduces or eliminates
dot crawl on horizontal edges. However,vertical edges and
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luminance frequencies near those of color subcarrier will produce dot
crawl artifacts. This setting is most useful in images that have no
vertical edges.

Comb – This selects a comb filter that reduces or eliminates color
fringing artifacts on vertical edges and in luminance frequencies near
those of color subcarrier. However, horizontal edges in the picture
will exhibit dot crawl artifacts. This setting is most useful in images
that have no horizontal edges.

Video – This selects an adaptive combination of Notch and Comb
filtering that has a high noise threshold. Use the Video setting for
images that come from cameras, analog VTRs, or other sources that
may have a fair amount of noise. In NTSC systems, this setting is
identical to the Graphics setting.

Graphics – This also selects an adaptive combination of Notch and
Comb filtering that has a low noise threshold. Use the Graphics
setting for images that come from computer graphics, character
generators, or other digital sources that are clean and noise-free. In
NTSC systems, this setting is identical to the Video setting.

Setup UV
This brings up gain and offset controls for the B-Y and R-Y components
of the composite video signal.

U Gain
Use U Gain to adjust the overall level of the video signal’s B-Y
component. This adjustment is downstream of the decoding circuitry.

U Offset
Use U Offset to adjust the DC offset of the video signal’s B-Y component.
This adjustment is downstream of the decoding circuitry.

V Gain
Use V Gain to adjust the overall level of the video signal’s R-Y
component. This adjustment is downstream of the decoding circuitry.

V Offset
Use V Offset to adjust the DC offset of the video signal’s R-Y component.
This adjustment is downstream of the decoding circuitry.
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Setup Chroma
This brings up saturation and hue controls for the composite video
signal before it is decoded.

Sat
Use Sat to adjust the saturation, or chrominance level, of the composite
signal before it is decoded.

Hue
Use Hue to adjust the hue, or tint, of the composite signal before it is
decoded.

Setup
Pressing this softkey, when the selected input type is a composite key,
accesses the Y Gain, Y Offset, and Mode controls.

Y Gain
Use Y Gain to adjust the input key signal’s overall level.

Y Offset
Use Y Offset to adjust the input key signal’s black level.

H Phase
Use this softknob to adjust the horizontal phase of the active picture
relative to sync.

Mode
Use Mode to select a type of key input supported by this module.

KEY+SY+BST – Key signal originates from a composite source, with
luminance, sync, and color burst.

KEY+SYNC – Key signal originates from a composite or component
source, with luminance and sync only.

KEY - SYNC – Key signal originates from a composite or component
source, with luminance only and no sync. This slaves the input sync
timing to the companion composite video input, and therefore must
always have a signal present at the composite video input.

DVEOUS Technical Guide Input Setup Menu
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Digital Input (Parallel and Serial)

Bits
This softkey only appears if a parallel digital input module is installed
at the selected input location. Press Bits to bring up the Input Bits
softknob, which lets you select the bit resolution for a serial or parallel
digital input. Typically, 10 Bits is the best setting to use. However, some
8-bit component digital equipment with digital outputs was not
designed to set the 9th and 10th bits (LSBs) to a level of 0. These LSB data
lines can float high, causing low level random noise in the full 10-bit
signal. If needed, you can select 8 Bits for the input to eliminate random
noise from these floating LSBs.

Matte
This softkey only appears if a serial digital or parallel digital input
module is installed at the selected input location. Press Matte to bring
up controls for selecting external video or the internal color matte
generator for the currently selected input, and to adjust the matte’s color.
Only the serial digital and parallel digital input modules have matte
color generators. If the input location has an analog input module
installed, or no input module installed at all, the matte color generator
is not available for that input.

Matte Enable
The default setting for this softknob is Off, which passes the video
connected to this input to DVEOUS’ crosspoint matrix. If set to On, it
disables the selected input’s video and replaces it with a color matte
generator.

Hue / Sat / Lum
Use these softknobs to set the color for the matte generator. The Hue
softknob controls the tint, the Sat softknob controls the chrominance
saturation, and the Lum softknob controls the brightness. Note that it is
possible to create "illegal" colors that  fall outside the RGB, NTSC,
and/or PAL color ranges if saturation is set to 100%. However, colors
are correct if saturation is set to 75%. It is a good idea to use a waveform
monitor or vectorscope when creating a color matte with this feature.
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Channel Out Module

Setup
Press Setup to bring up controls for setting horizontal blanking, bit
resolution, and Z key data output. The menu display indicates that the
"Channel Video" or "Channel Key" output is selected. 

Note that these controls appear only with the odd numbered input slot
(9 or 11) selected with the Input # softknob. This means that the settings
affect both the video and key output on the selected module, except the
Send Z softknob, which affects only the key output. If the even
numbered slot (10 or 12) is selected, the display reads "Channel Key" and
the blanking and rounding controls do not appear.

Blanking
Use Blanking to select a horizontal blanking width for the Channel
video and key outputs.

Off – Passes the full digital active line (720 pixels, or 53.33
microseconds) to produce the minimum digital horizontal blanking
width of 10.22 microseconds in 525 and 10.67 microseconds in 625.

1 – Widens minimum digital horizontal blanking by a total of 4 pixels
(about 300 nsec).

2 – Widens minimum digital horizontal blanking by a total of 8 pixels
(about 600 nsec).

3 – Widens minimum digital horizontal blanking by a total of 12 pixels
(about 900 nsec).

Bits
Use Bits to select a bit resolution for the video and key outputs of the
selected module.

10 – Preserves maximum dynamic range. Use this setting when
feeding the DVEOUS output to a 10-bit digital device, such as a digital
switcher, etc.

8 Round – 10-bit levels that fall in between 8-bit levels are "rounded"
down or up to the nearest true 8-bit level to avoid truncation errors
when feeding an 8-bit device. Use this setting when feeding the
DVEOUS output to an 8-bit digital device, such as a D1 VTR, etc.

8 Crop – Truncates the 10-bit output to an 8-bit signal by discarding
the two least significant bits. Do not use this setting except for trouble
shooting purposes, as it can introduce truncation errors into the
output video or key signal.
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Send Z
Depth or Z key data is a 20-bit signal that has information on the relative
depth, or Z position, of a DVE channel, Target Framestore, or
background. Some keyers can input and use this information to produce
depth or 3D keying. To output Z data to such a device, turn Send Z On.
The 20-bit Z key signal is broken down into two 10-bit words and placed
in the otherwise unused chrominance part of the key output. If the device
to which the key output is connected cannot process Z key data, leave
Send Z set to Off.

Input Setup Menu DVEOUS Technical Guide
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Output Setup Menu
Press the OUTPUT SETUP button to bring up this menu. Here you can
set the output timing, horizontal blanking width, output bit rounding,
and analog output format and levels.

Timing (Component Output Board)
Press this softkey to bring up controls for adjusting the program (video)
and key output timing. Note that the program output timing affects all
outputs equally. The key output timing adjustment is an offset from the
main program timing setting.

Program Coarse Phase
Use this softknob to set the horizontal output timing in coarse steps. The
full range, 0 to 255, is approximately 38 microseconds, in two pixel (148
nsec) steps. 128 (center) is normal.

Program Fine Phase
Use this softknob to fine tune the horizontal output timing. The full
range, 0 to 63,  is two pixels (148 nsec), in approximately 2.3 nsec steps.
47 (center) is normal.

Key Coarse Phase
Use this softknob to separately adjust the key output’s horizontal timing
relative to the program (video) output in coarse steps. The full range, +8
to -7, is 30 pixels (2.2 microsec) from the program output, in two pixel
(148 nsec) steps.

Key Fine Phase
Use this softknob to fine tune the key output’s horizontal timing relative
to the program (video) output. The full range, 0 to 63, is two pixels (148
nsec), in approximately 2.3 nsec steps. 47 (center) is normal.

Timing (Composite Output Board)
Press this softkey to bring up controls for adjusting the program (video)
and key output timing. Note that the program output timing affects all
outputs equally. The key output timing adjustment is an offset from the
main program timing setting.

H (Horizontal) Phase
Use this softknob to set the horizontal output timing in coarse steps. The
full range is +20 to -17, approximately 38 microseconds.
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SC (Sub-carrier) Phase
Use this softknob to fine tune the horizontal output timing. The full
range is plus or minus 360 degrees.

Key Coarse Phase
Use this softknob to separately adjust the key output’s horizontal timing
relative to the program (video) output in coarse steps. The full range,
+16 to -16, is 60 pixels (+/-2.2 microsec) from the program output.

Key Fine Phase
Use this softknob to fine tune the key output’s horizontal timing relative
to the program (video) output. The full range, 0 to 63, is two pixels (148
nsec), in approximately 2.3 nsec steps.

Digital
Press this softkey to bring up controls for setting the horizontal blanking
width and bit resolution for the digital outputs. You can select different
blanking widths and bit resolutions for the program (video) and key
outputs. Select Video for Program output adjustments or toggle to Key
for Key output adjustments.

Program Blanking / Key Blanking
Use the Program Blanking softknob to select a blanking width for the
digital program (video) outputs. Use Key Blanking to select a blanking
width for the digital key outputs. Both softknobs have the same settings.

601 Crop – Passes the full digital active line (720 pixels) with blanking
edge risetimes of about 150 nsec.

601 Shape – Filters the transition from blanking to active video to
avoid ringing, with blanking edge risetimes of about 300 nsec.

Anlg Crop – Passes the maximum analog active line, meaning it sets
the minimum allowable analog blanking width, with blanking edge
risetimes of about 150 nsec.

Anlg Shape – Passes the minimum analog active line, meaning it sets
the maximum allowable analog blanking width, with blanking edge
risetimes of about 300 nsec.
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Program Rounding / Key Rounding
Use the Program Rounding softknob to select a bit resolution for the
digital program (video) outputs. Use the Key Rounding softknob to
select a bit resolution for the digital key outputs. Both softknobs have
the same settings:

10 Bit – Preserves maximum dynamic range. Use this setting when
feeding the DVEOUS output to a 10-bit digital device, such as a digital
switcher, etc.

8 Bit DR – Uses Dynamic Rounding, which is a process developed by
Quantel to round the 10-bit output signal down to eight bits to avoid
truncation errors when feeding an 8-bit device. Use this setting when
feeding the DVEOUS output to an 8-bit digital device, such as a D1
VTR, etc.

8 Bit Dither – Uses dithering, which adds a small amount of random
noise to the 10-bit output signal before truncating it to eight bits. This
avoids truncation errors when feeding an 8-bit device. Use this setting
when feeding the DVEOUS output to an 8-bit digital device, such as
a D1 VTR, etc.

8 Bit Crop – Truncates the 10-bit output to an 8-bit signal. Do not use
this setting except for trouble shooting purposes, as it can introduce
truncation errors into the output video or key signal.

Z-Data
Since some external devices can process Z, or depth, key information,
you can enable this data to be included in the digital key output in the
Output Setup menu under the Digital softkey. Since Z data is
multiplexed into the serial digital key signal where chrominance
samples usually exist, Z data is not available on the analog key output.
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Analog
(For the Component Output module.)

Press this softkey to adjust DVEOUS’ analog outputs. The controls
change depending on the Output module installed. If the Component
Analog Output module is installed, the Analog softkey toggles Y, U, V,
and Key, and brings up the following softknobs.

Mode
Use this softknob to select the component analog format needed for
connecting to your video system. The following table outlines the
settings. In all cases, the Y or G output includes sync, although there is
also a separate composite sync output (4V p-p) available. Note that with
Key highlighted, only the last three settings appear.

Mode Name Luminance Range
(Black to White)

Chrominance
Range (75% Bars)

SMPTE YUV White = 700mV
Black = 0mV

525mV p-p,
B-Y and R-Y

SMPTE GBR White = 700mV
Black = 0mV

525 mV p-p,
Green, Blue, Red

Beta 60 NS White = 714mV (100IRE)
Black = 0mV (0IRE)

757mV p-p,
B-Y and R-Y

Beta 60 S White = 714mV (100IRE)
Black = 54mV (7.5IRE)

700mV p-p
B-Y and R-Y

Beta50 White = 700mV
Black = 0mV

700mV p-p
B-Y and R-Y

MII 60 White = 700mV(100IRE)
Black = 53 mV (7.5IRE)

486mV p-p,
B-Y and R-Y

SMPTE Key
(Key only)

White = 700mV
Black = 0mV

N/A

NTSC Key NSU 
(Key only)

White = 714mV(100IRE)
Black = 0mV (0IRE)

N/A

Key SU 
(Key only)

White = 714mV (100IRE)
Black = 54mV (7.5IRE)

N/A

Gain
Use this softknob to change the level of the selected component (Y, U, V,
or Key). A setting of 0 is unity gain. A positive value increases the gain,
and a negative value decreases the gain.
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Offset
Use this softknob to change the DC offset of the selected component (Y,
U, V, or Key). A setting of 0 produces no DC offset. A positive value
produces a positive DC offset, and a negative value produces a negative
DC offset.

Analog
(For the Composite Output module)

Press this softkey to adjust DVEOUS’ analog outputs. The controls
change depending on the Output module installed. If the Composite
Analog Output module is installed, the Analog softkey toggles Y,UV,C
and Key. Y or UV brings up the Gain and Offset softknobs for Y or U
and V channels. C brings up the Sat (saturation) softknob for the Video
selection only. Key adjustments include Key Level, Key Setup, Key
Sync Enable and Key Setup Enable. DVEOUS automatically selects the
NTSC or PAL composite standard according to its line standard setting.

Gain
Use this softknob to change the level of the selected (Y, U or V) Video
output. A setting of 100 is unity gain. A setting over 100 increases the
gain, and a setting below 100 decreases the gain.

Offset
Use this softknob to change the black level of the selected (Y, U or V)
Video output. A setting of 0 has no black offset. A positive setting
produces a positive offset, and a negative setting produces a negative
offset.

Sat
Use this softknob to change the chrominance saturation of the video
output. A setting of 100 is unity gain, which does not change the original
saturation. A setting over 100 increases the saturation, and a setting
below 100 decreases the saturation.
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Key Level
Use this softknob to change the level of the Key output. A setting of 0 is
unity gain. A positive setting increases the gain, and a negative setting
decreases the gain.

Key Setup
Use this softknob to change the black level of the Key output. A setting
of 0 has no black offset. A positive setting produces a positive offset, and
a negative setting produces a negative offset. This cntrol has no effect if
Key Setup Enable is off.

Key Sync Enable
This softknob allows you to remove or keep the sync pulse in the Key
signal. On enables sync, Off removes it.

Key Setup Enable
This softknob enables or disables the Key Setup softknob allowing you
to lock or unlock the Key Setup setting.
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Remote Setup Menu
Press the REMOTE SETUP button to bring up this menu. Here you can
change the editor timecode offset and setup GPI input and output
functions.

Setup
This softkey is automatically highlighted when you bring up this menu.

Offset
Use this softknob to change the timecode values that DVEOUS sends to
an edit controller or other device via the remote ports. Since all timeline
effects start at a timecode value of 00:00:00:00, this is the typical "in point"
for DVEOUS when under editor control. You may need a timecode value
greater than 00:00:00:00, for example, to prevent the editor from having
to preroll "before midnight" (meaning across the boundary between
23:59:59:24/29 and 00:00:00:00). Use the Offset softknob to add a fixed
offset to the default timecode value. The default offset value is 0:00. You
can enter an offset of any value up to 43,200:00, or 12 hours.

GPI Inputs
Gives you softknob windows to select each of the 12 GPI input contacts
and set it for one of 27 possible functions:

Run Forward Next Keyframe Freeze Channel 2B Toggle Freeze Ch 1A
Run Reverse Previous KeyframeFreeze All Channels Toggle Freeze Ch 1B
Pause Rewind Unfreeze Channel 1A Toggle Freeze Ch 2A
Jog 1 Frame Fwd Fast Fwd Unfreeze Channel 1A Toggle Freeze Ch 2B
Jog 1 Frame Rev Freeze Channel 1A Unfreeze Channel 1B Toggle Freeze All Ch
Jog 1 Field Fwd Freeze Channel 1B Unfreeze Channel  2A Toggle Cursor On/Off
Jog 1 Field Rev Freeze Channel 2A Unfreeze All Channels

You can use the Type control to select the type of GPI trigger being sent.

 Hi-Low – GPI triggers on a falling edge

Low-Hi  – GPI triggers on a rising edge

Toggle – GPI triggers on either a falling or rising edge
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GPI Outputs
There are two modes for the GPI outputs that you can select in the
Remote Setup menu. Mode 1 assigns functions to the 12 GPI outputs as
follows:

GPIs 1 to 4 – Programmable on a keyframe-by -keyframe basis in the
Events menu. You can fire any combination of these four GPI outputs
on any keyframe of the Global timeline.

GPIs 5,7,9, and 11 – These GPI outputs provide front/back switch
tallies for each of the four DVE channels (5 = Ch 1A, 7 = Ch 1B, 9 = Ch
2A, 11 = Ch 2B). A high output indicates that the channel’s "Front"
side is visible, while a low output indicates that the channel’s "Back"
side is visible. These outputs are useful for connection to a switcher
that accepts Front/Back toggles for switching Aux Bus outputs. By
allowing the switcher to perform Front/Back switching, only two
switcher Aux outputs are needed to feed each twin channel (1A/1B
or 2A/2B).

GPIs 6, 8, 10, and 12 – These GPI outputs provide on-air tallies for each
of the four DVE channels (6 = Ch 1A, 8 = Ch 1B, 10 = Ch 2A, 12 = Ch
2B). An on-air tally is low whenever that channel is visible on the
DVEOUS main output, and high otherwise.

When set to Tally mode, the 12 GPI outputs function as on-air tallies for
the 12 inputs. An on-air tally is low whenever that input is visible in the
DVEOUS main output, and high otherwise.
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Engineering Menu
Press the ENG button to bring up this menu. Here you can select the
edge processing for the main video output, bypass the internal
background keyer, compensate for delayed composite inputs, adjust
Control Panel setups, and perform software updates. This menu also
displays the current software versions, and hardware option currently
installed.

Setup
Press this softkey to bring up controls for turning the internal
background keyer on and off, for shaping the output video’s edge, for
adjusting the Control Panel menu display, and for setting the timeout
for the Control Panel lamp saver. Setup toggles Chassis  and Panel. With
Chassis highlighted, the Video Out, Background, and Timing
softknobs appear. With Panel highlighted, the Backlight, Bias, Display,
and Lamp Saver softknobs appear.

Chassis Softknobs

Video Out
Use this softknob to select the edge processing for DVEOUS’ program
(video) outputs.

Shaped – (the default) Multiplies, or shapes, the program output
edges so that they exactly match the key output edges. Use this setting
when viewing the transformed video keyed over DVEOUS’ own
background, or when feeding DVEOUS’ output to a keyer that can
perform a "matte" (or additive) key. This type of keyer does not
process the key fill before compositing it over a background.

Unshaped – Does not process the program output edges. Use this
setting when feeding DVEOUS’ program and key outputs to a normal
multiplicative keyer, which processes the key fill before compositing
it over a background. Note that if the transformed video is keyed over
DVEOUS’ own background in this mode, the edges appear to overlap
the background because they have not been correctly processed to fill
the key shape.

Background
Use this softknob to turn DVEOUS’ background keyer on and off. To
view the transformed video over the internal background, leave the
background keyer turned On. To key the transformed video externally
(for example, in a switcher), turn the background keyer Off to avoid
double-keying the transformed video. You may also want to use
Unshaped mode, described above, when using an external keyer.
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Note: Background only applies if the video output is set to
shaped.

Timing
DVEOUS can accomodate signals from and to the composite world with
the Composite Input module and the Composite Output module. The
Composite Input module has the same amount of input autotiming
compensation as do the other Input module types—approximately 2.8
lines of autotiming. However, due to the extra delay incurred in
digitizing and decoding composite analog signals, the autotiming
"window" of the Composite Input module is significantly "earlier" in
time, relative to system reference, than the autotiming window of the
other Input module types.

The typical input autotiming "window," within which any source fed to
that input is automatically correctly timed into DVEOUS, normally
ranges from just under one line early to just under two lines late, relative
to system reference. This means that, as long as the timing of a source
relative to system reference falls inside this range, DVEOUS can accept
and automatically time that source for internal use. However, the
Composite Input module’s "window" normally ranges from just over
two lines early to just under one line late, again relative to system
reference, because of the decoding delays mentioned earlier.

This "earlier" autotiming window associated with the Composite Input
module is not a problem with sources timed closely to system reference.
However, when DVEOUS’ inputs are fed by the Aux outputs of a
composite digital switcher, such as the Abekas A82 or GVG Model 3000,
processing delays through the switcher may delay the video enough so
that DVEOUS  Composite input modules cannot autotime it properly.

 For this reason, DVEOUS has a Timing control that allows you to delay
the input timing window of all inputs simultaneously to compensate for
external delays.

Changing the DVEOUS Input Autotiming Window
Press the ENG button and toggle the Setup softkey to Chassis. When the
Timing softknob is set to Normal, DVEOUS’ input timing window range
is as described above. Adjusting the Timing softknob to Delay changes
the input timing window for all inputs, delaying them all by about one
and one-half lines from the Normal setting. This allows DVEOUS to be
able to properly autotime composite analog sources that are either timed
to system reference or delayed by up to 2.5 lines from system reference.
Note, however, that other types of input modules (serial digital, parallel
digital, component analog) will now accept only sources that are
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delayed by at least 0.5 lines from system reference. The Delay setting is
therefore not recommended for DVEOUS systems containing both
Composite Input modules and other types of Input modules.

The following table outlines the input timing window ranges for all
input modules, for both the Normal and Delay settings.

Input Module Timing setting Approximate Retiming Window Range

Composite Video Normal 2H advanced to 1H delayed from system ref.
Delay 0.5H advanced to 2.5H delayed from system ref.

All Others Normal 1H advanced to 2H delayed from system ref.
Delay 0.5H advanced to 3.5H delayed from system ref.

Note that all figures in the above table are approximate because they
vary with the Output Phase setting for the DVEOUS unit. If you advance
or delay the DVEOUS output horizontal phase relative to system
reference, the input timing window is advanced or delayed by the same
amount. Since the Output Phase adjustment range is approximately plus
or minus 19 microseconds, you can vary the input timing window by
that amount by adjusting Output Phase, but only if the output timing of
DVEOUS is not critical to the rest of the system.

There is a third Timing selection, called Combiner, but this setting is
only used in the Combiner Chassis of a BRUTUS quadruple
twin-channel system. Do not select Combiner if you are not using the
BRUTUS configuration option. 
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Panel Softknobs

Backlight
Use this softknob to adjust the menu display’s overall brightness.

Bias
Use this softknob to adjust the contrast between the menu characters and
the background.

Display
Use this softknob to select dark menu characters over a light background
(Normal) or light menu characters over a dark background (Inverted).

Lamp Saver
Use this softknob to set the timeout for the lamp saver. The lamp saver
turns off the menu display and all LEDs if the Control Panel is idle for
a set length of time. The default timeout is ten minutes. You can set a
timeout between one minute and 255 minutes (four hours 15 minutes),
or turn the lamp saver function off.

Update Software
Use this softkey to install system software updates. See Section 3 for
Software Update instructions.
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Remote Enable Menu
Press the REMOTE ENABLE button to bring up this menu. Here you
can enable and disable the Editor, Aux, and LINC RS-422 ports, and
select their serial remote protocol.

Editor /Aux
Use these softkeys to bring up controls for setting the communications
protocol, baud rate, parity, and address (if applicable) for the RS-422
ports labeled EDITOR and AUX. The highlighted On or Off setting
indicates whether the selected port is active. The Editor port is typically
used to communicate with an edit controller. The Aux port is typically
used to communicate with a switcher. This can be used with effect
memory (E-MEM) control or to send front/back switch commands to a
switcher Aux Bus output. You can use either port for any of these
functions.

Protocol
Use this softknob to select the protocol needed to communicate with edit
controllers and switchers, or to control switcher Aux Bus outputs. These
are the available settings:

Sony – Emulates Sony VTR communications to allow control by a
Sony editor.

SMPTE – Emulates SMPTE VTR communications to allow control by
editors that transfer data and commands using this protocol. This
setting also brings up the SMPTE Addr control, described below.

Periph – Emulates Grass Valley Group Peripheral protocol, for
control by Grass Valley Group switcher Effect Memories (E-MEMs).
This lets DVEOUS learn effect register recalls as part of a switcher
E-MEM.

Aux Bus – Allows DVEOUS to control switcher Aux Bus outputs. Use
this when feeding DVEOUS’ inputs from switcher Aux Bus outputs.
Instead of feeding separate front and back sources to DVEOUS using
two Aux Bus outputs (four if front and back key signals are included),
this type of control lets you preset both the front and back sources on
one Aux Bus output. DVEOUS then sends a switch command to the
Aux Bus output to change sources when the image rotates from front
to back or vice versa. This cuts your switcher Aux Bus output usage
in half, as each Aux Bus output to DVEOUS acts as both a front and
back source. This setting also brings up the Type control, described
below.

CPL – Requires the CPL Protocol Converter module  and allows
DVEOUS to use Control Protocol Language to communicate with
GVG model 3000, 4000, and 2200 series switchers.
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A53D VTR –  allows ASWR8100/8150 and Phillips/BTS Diamond
Digital switchers to control DVEOUS as if it were an Abekas A53-D,
emulating VTR commands.

Baud
Use this softknob to set the baud rate for the serial remote control port.
The default baud rate of 38400 is typical, but 1200, 2400, 9600, and 76800
are also available.

Parity
Use this softknob to set the parity for the serial remote control port. The
default parity is Odd, but Even and None are also available.

SMPTE Addr
(This softknob only appears when you select the SMPTE remote
protocol.) Use this softknob to set the SMPTE address for the serial
remote port. Most edit controllers require a SMPTE address of 1, but you
can select any address from 1 to 64. Abekas device addresses correspond
to SMPTE addresses as follows:

Abekas SMPTE address 1 = true SMPTE address 80A2
Abekas SMPTE address 2 = true SMPTE address 80A4
Abekas SMPTE address 3 = true SMPTE address 80A6
Abekas SMPTE address 4 = true SMPTE address 80A8

and so on, through
Abekas SMPTE address 64 = true SMPTE address 8120
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LINC
Use this softkey to set DVEOUS’ LINC address. LINC (Locally
Integrated Node Control) is a protocol developed by Abekas to let
switchers control peripheral devices, such as DVEs and DDRs (digital
disk recorders) as part of the switcher’s timeline effects. LINC can
control up to 16  devices simultaneously as part of a timeline effect. Since
DVEOUS supports LINC, you can have one or more DVEOUS units on
a switcher timeline, each with a different LINC address, and run them
frame accurately as part of the switcher effect.

Protocol
This softknob automatically selects the LINC protocol, and you cannot
change it.

LINC Addr
Use this softknob to select DVEOUS’ LINC address. Valid LINC
addresses are from 1 to 32. Be sure the address you set for this DVEOUS
does not conflict with another LINC device on the same network. Each
device on the network must have a unique address.

NOTE: The Abekas A84+ and ASWR8100 switchers only
recognize LINC addresses from 1 to 16 inclusive. Set
DVEOUS’ LINC address in this range when controlling it
with one of these switchers.

Previous generations of Abekas DVEs (A53-D, A51+, and A57) display
their own control menus in the switcher Control Panel when interfaced
to the A82, A83, and A84+ digital switchers. However, DVEOUS does
not support this feature and is not intended to be controlled this way via
LINC.
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Personality Menu
Under the Personality menu is an important setup item for post
production operation called "Field Dominance on Run." With the Misc
softkey active, you will see the "C" position softknob controls "Run
Dom."  The default state is Off, allowing the DVE effect to start randomly
on whichever field the source video presents when the run button is
pressed. When set to Field 1, the system will start running the effect only
on field one. Conversely, if set to Field 2, it will only run the effect starting
on field two. This is useful when building effects using the Target
Framestore to freeze the proper field reference into the frame buffer.

R U N  D O M .

F i e l d  1

PAT T E R N 
AU T O L OA D

O f f

Personality Menu with "Field Dominance on Run"
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Disk Menu
Press the DISK button to bring up this menu, which controls all floppy
disk functions, including naming, saving, recalling, copying, and
deleting files, and formatting disks.

Disk
Press this softkey to bring up the controls for saving, recalling, copying,
moving, and deleting files, and for formatting floppy disks. Disk toggles
Save, Recall, and Misc.

With Disk/Save highlighted, the Save and Show Comment softkeys, and
the File, File Type, Reg # (if the file type is Effect), and Drive softknobs,
appear.

With Disk/Recall highlighted, the Recall and Show Comment softkeys,
and the File, File Type, Reg # (if the file type is Effect), and Drive
softknobs, appear.

With Disk Misc highlighted, the Action and Set Clock softkeys, and the
File, File Type, Drive or Dest Drive, and Letter softknobs, appear.

File
Use this softknob to scroll through the list of files on the disk. The list
shows only the files that are the currently selected file type (Effect,
Setup, or All). The highlight in the list indicates the currently selected
file.

File Type
Use this softknob to select the type of file (Effect, Setup, or All) that you
want to save, recall, copy, move, or delete. When the file type is Effect,
the Reg # softknob appears.

Reg #
(This softknob only appears when File Type is Effect.) When saving
effects, use this softknob to select the on-line effect register (WorkSpace
or 0 – 99) you want to save to disk. Use All Reg #s to save all registers
containing keyframes to disk, using a common file name. When recalling
effects, use this softknob to select the on-line effect register (WorkSpace
or 0 – 99) you want to recall the disk effect to. Use Original to
automatically restore the disk effect to the effect register from which it
was saved.
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Drive
Use this softknob to select the drive (Internal or External) to which you
want to save a file, or from which you want to recall or delete a file. The
internal drive is the one built into the Control Panel. The external drive
is an optional disk drive that you can connect to the Control Panel Ext
Floppy port. You cannot select External unless there is an external floppy
drive connected to the Control Panel.

Dest Drive
(This softknob only appears with Disk/Misc and Action/Copy
highlighted.) Use this softknob to select the destination drive (Internal
or External) for a file copy. The Internal drive is the one built into the
Control Panel. The External drive is an optional disk drive that you can
connect to the Control Panel Ext Floppy port. The source drive’s file list
appears in the menu display.

Letter
Use this softknob to name a file when you save, copy, or move it. Use
the softknob to select a character, then press the D keypad softkey to
enter the character in the name, which appears in the keypad buffer. If
you have a PC/AT compatible keyboard connected to the Control Panel
Keyboard port, you can use it to name the destination file instead.
Filenames use DOS conventions, and DVEOUS adds an extension based
on the file type currently selected: EFF for effect files, ENG for
engineering setup files. To type a number, enter the number from the
numeric keypad.

Save
(This softkey only appears with Disk /Save highlighted.) Press this
softkey to enable the save file function. It brings up the Confirm Save
softkey. To save a file to the selected drive with the current name and
comment, press Confirm Save. Saving a setup file saves the settings in
the Input Setup, Output Setup, Remote Setup, Remote Enable, and
Engineering menus, except the Control Panel settings, which are saved
in the Control Panel flash EEPROM, as they may be different for each
Control Panel.

Confirm Save
(This softkey only appears with the Save softkey highlighted.) Press this
softkey to save the currently selected register (if the file type is Effect)
or the system setup (if the file type is Setup) to floppy disk. DVEOUS
uses the currently entered name and comment when it saves to disk.
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Show/Set Comment
(This softkey only appears with Disk/Save or Disk/Recall highlighted.)
DVEOUS attaches comments to on-line effects registers, and these
comments are saved, by default, when you save an effect file to disk.
Press this softkey to read a disk file comment. In Disk/Save mode, the
label changes to Set Comment when you press the softkey. In this mode,
you can add or change the file comment with the Letter softknob or a
PC/AT compatible keyboard connected to the Control Panel Keyboard
port. The comment can be up to 80 characters long. Press Set Comment
again to add the comment.

NOTE: DVEOUS writes the  file comment to the disk when
it saves the file. Set comments before saving the file to disk,
or resave a file after adding a new comment.

Warning: Press Show Comment to remove the
displayed comment before pressing any button
on the numeric keypad. If Show Comment is
highlighted, pressing a numeric keypad button
overwrites the current comment.

You can also view disk file comments on a DOS compatible PC by
inserting the disk in the PC floppy disk drive and entering the command

type filename.ext

at the prompt. Be sure to use the actual file name and extension when
entering this command, which displays the comment saved with the file.

DVEOUS uses default comments if you save on-line effects registers
without adding your own comments. If you save an effect with no
keyframes, the default comment is "no keyframes." Otherwise, the
default comment is the effect register number and the time and date you
first saved it.

Recall
(This softkey only appears with Disk/Recall highlighted.) Press this
softkey to enable the recall file function. It brings up the Confirm Recall
softkey. To recall a file from the selected drive to the selected effect
register (if the file type is Effect), press Confirm Recall. Recalling a setup
file resets DVEOUS to the settings in the Input Setup, Output Setup,
Remote Setup, Remote Enable, and Engineering menus, except the
Control Panel settings, which are saved in the Control Panel flash
EEPROM, as they may be different for each Control Panel.
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Confirm Recall
(This softkey only appears with the Recall softkey highlighted.)Press
this softkey to recall the currently selected file from the floppy disk.

Action
(This softkey only appears with Disk/Misc highlighted.) Press this
softkey to toggle the other disk functions: Copy, Move, Del (delete), and
Frmt (format). When you select a function, a softkey labeled Confirm
[function] appears to let you execute the selected function.

With Copy highlighted, you can copy file(s) from one directory or disk
to another using the File, File Type, Dest Drive, and Letter softknobs,
described earlier. Press Confirm Copy to execute the copy.

With Move highlighted, you can move file(s) from one location to
another on the same disk using the File, File Type, and Letter softknobs,
described earlier. Moving a file is similar to copying it, except that the
source file is deleted after the copy. Press Confirm Move to execute the
move.

With Del highlighted, you can deleted file(s) using the File, File Type,
and Drive softknobs, described earlier. Press Confirm Delete to execute
the delete.

With Frmt highlighted, you can format the disk in the floppy drive
selected with the Drive softknob, described earlier. DVEOUS formats
floppy disks using a standard DOS formatting process, so you can read
them on a DOS compatible PC. Press Confirm Format to execute the
format.

WARNING: Formatting a disk erases ALL files
and directories on it. Before formatting a disk,
make sure that there are no files on it that you
want to keep.
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Set Clock
(This softkey only appears with Disk Misc highlighted.) Press this
softkey to bring up controls for setting the system clock. DVEOUS uses
the clock to "stamp" disk files and for the default effect register
comments when you save them. Set Clock toggles Time (which has
Hour, Minute, and AM/PM softknobs) and Date (which has Month,
Day, and Year softknobs).

Hour
Set the current hour with this softknob.

Minute
Set the current minute with this softknob.

AM_PM
Select AM (before 12:00 noon) or PM (after 12:00 noon) with this
softknob.

Month
Set the current month with this softknob.

Day
Set the current day of the month with this softknob.

Year
Set the current year with this softknob.
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Appendix A
Common Part Numbers

A list of commonly used part numbers follows.

Main Chassis
Main Chassis Power Supply 2800-0069

Power Supply Tray 9500-0235

60mm Fan 1700-0047
(This is the one in front of the power supply.)

80mm Fan 1700-0002
(Two of these are in the rear of the chassis.)

Power Switch 3200-0100

13 Amp Circuit Breaker 3200-0102

Board Insertion/Extraction Tool 8900-0956

Main DVE Board 9400-0656

Controller/Combiner Board 9400-0691

Warp Address Generator 9400-0702

Communications Board 9400-0690

Color Corrector Option 9400-0648

Color Corrector Bypass 9400-0731

Defocus Option 9400-0699

Target Framestore Option 9400-0700

Motherboard 9400-0689

Serial Digital Input Card 9400-0675
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Parallel Digital Input Card 9400-0669

Analog Component 
Input Card (10 bit) 9400-0722

Analog Component 
Input Card (8 bit) 9400-0667

Analog Composite Input Card 9400-0696

Analog Component Output Card 9400-0695

Analog Composite Output Card 9400-0697

Channel Output Option 9100-0748

Blank I/O Plate 8900-0976

Coeff 1 SIMM 9400-0661

Coeff 2 SIMM 9400-0662

Frame Buffer SIMM 9400-0658

Line Delay SIMM 9400-0659

DSP RAM SIMM 9400-0660

DSP ROM SIMM 9400-0663

SRAM SIMM 9400-0517

4MB Flash SIMM 9400-0741
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Control Panel
CP CPU Board 9400-0693

CP Main Switch Board 9400-0692

CP Keyboard Switch, no LED 3200-0043

CP Keyboard Switch, LED 3200-0083

Internal Floppy Disk Drive 1600-0060

External Floppy Disk Drive 9500-0204

External Floppy Cable 9000-0085

Joystick Assembly 9800-0201

Screen Display 1500-0037

Shaft Encoder Assy 9400-0694

Softpot Knob 1902-0156

Softkey Keyboard 9400-0763

Softkey Keyboard Switch, no LED 3200-0048

Local Power Supply 2800-0063

CP Cable, 10’ 9000-0205

CP Cable, 33’ 9000-0204

CP Cable, 50’ 9000-0206

CP Cable, 100’ 9000-0207

CP Cable, 150’ 9000-0208
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